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INTRODUCTION

THE PROBLEM

This study examines the composition of a collection

of, chipped stone art,ifacts from the Calcasieu Ridge Site

(16-Vn-32X) located in west-central Louísiana.

This analysis ínvolves an attempt to determíne the

manufacturing t,echniques used to produce these chipped

stone artifacts. To thís end, a set of attributes and

artifact types, thought to be indícative of certaín kinds

of manufacturing processes, are identified.

In this paoer an att,ribut,e is considered to be

rra discrete category that, expresses but, a single element

of formll (Sacket,t L966:256) and ttany object modified by

a set of humanly imposed attributestl (Clarke 19682665)

is considered an artifact,.

It should be noted at the outset of this st,udy

that the art,ifact types defined in the analysis are

ttextrinsicallyll rat,her than trintrinsicallyri oriented

(Rouse 1972:50-1). That is, they'ü¡ere defined to deal

with a problem in prehistory and not to study t,he nature

of the artifacts t,hemselves. As Rouse (]-972250-l) has

pointed out, the distinction bet,ween these two kinds of

1
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t,ypes is ímportant because the procedures whereby they

are defined are different. The intrinsic type is defined

by an archaeologist through a comparison of art,ífacts
attribut,e by at,tribute. These intrinsíc types are

distinguished by a lrcluster?? of at,t,ributes shared by

some part of the artifact sample under study.

On t,he other hand, an extrinsic type is defined

through t,he definition of a tlpattern of attributesll
(Rouse L972:51). These patterns of attribut,es are chosen

for a specific historical purpose. In the present case

t,he patt,erns of attributes present,ed in this study were

defined to examíne the manufacturíng techniques and

chronological ordering of chipped stone artifact,s. These

attribute patterns v¡ere derived from a consideration of

the nature of chipped stone implement manufacture and

from various chronological studies of eastern North America.

The fundamental assumption on which this study is
based is t,hat all chipped stone implement manufacturing

patterns are similar. This is due to t,he uniform character-

isbícs of physical force when directed t,hrough stone

materials,

Salient aspects of the sett,ing, the site, and the

plan of excavation used at t,he sit,e are f irst described 
"

The artifact sample is then ordered chronologically and a
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technologícal framework is formulat,ed. From this techeo-

logical framework an attribute pattern ís derived and

subsequently employed to examine the processes of chipped

stone artífact manufacture. In conclusion, the chronological

sequence and the identifiable manufacturíng processes in the

st,udy sample are summarized. The implícations of the findíngs

of this study are then assessed.



TI THE SETTING AND THE S]TE

THE SETTING

The Calcasieu Ridge Sit,e is located in north-central

Vernon Parish, in west-central Louisiana. This area is

characteri-zed by three topographic regions: hills, terraces,

and valleys.These dist,inguishable regions exist despite the

fact that, Vernon Parish, as !ùe11 as the rest of Louisiana,

lies ent,irely in the Gulf C.oastal Plain, This means that

nowhere in Vernon Parish or the State of Loui-siana does

the local relief exceed 500 feet (tcniffen 1968:15).

The hills consist of uplifted and eroded Miocene

strata generally composed of poorly consolidated fluviat'ile

and brackish water sediments (sand, silts and clays). The

strata tlindicate a depositional envíronment of alternating

continental and brackish water conditionstl (I{elch L942227).

The terraces are elevat,ed remnants of former

Pleistocene flood plains. There are four major terrace

formations in Louisiana which coincide with t'he four

glacial interstadials of the Pleistocene. These formations,

in order of ol-dest to youngest, are t,he ì{illiana, Bently,

Montogomery, and Prairie. These terraces consist of un-

consolidated alluvial sediments (graveI, sand, silt, and

4
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clay þefcrt Lg|zrz|f).

The depositional/erosional action of t,he Pleistocene

glacial melt-waters, plus the isostat,ic uplift resulting

from the Gulf Coast Geosyncline, are the main agents which

have caused the formation of t,he hilIs and the terraces.

The Miocene deposits have existed longer, and therefore

have been uplifed farther than the Pleistocene deposits.

The older Pleistocene terraces, on the other hand, have

a progressively greater elevat,ion than the younger terraces

(\{oodward and Gueno l94L:28) "

fn the Calcasieu Ridge area the Miocene stratum is

ref erred to as the ttCastor Creek Membertt " Its brackish

water sediment,s are characterized as consisting rr. . . of

interfingered lent,ils of calcareous and noncalcareous

light gray clay, silt and very fine sandlr (Wetch L942.57),

The Pleistocene terrace which ís predomínant in the

Calcasieu Ridge area is the l{illiana, the oldest and highest,

terrace in the state. The terrace deposits in this area

are composed mostly of sand sized sediments. In southern

Vernon Parish, however, the outcrops of t,he l{illiana for-

mation oft,en consist of brown chert, gravel intermixed

with small quant,ities of quartz, petrified palm wood, and

quartzj-te (tuelch L9 4zt 6 5-7 o) .

The Longleaf Pine Bíotic Community is prevalent in
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t,he Calcasieu Ridge area. The composition of this community

is dominated by Longleaf (pínus pglustris) and Loblolly Pines

(plnug t,aeda). Small streams in the area, however, are

bordered by a number of hardwood species such as Red Maple

(Aceg rubrum) and Laurel Oak (pgercus lau.rifolia) (t<nitfen

L968283, Brown L945),

The composition of this community has changed

drastically in the last two hundred years. Longleaf Pines,

havíng a great fire resistance, tend to survive fires which

destroy obher trees. Fires started by ranchers, farmers,

and lumbermen to burn out understory, often create pure

stands of Longleaf Pines over wíde areas. Such stands are

referred to as rrfire climax communitiesll (r<ni-ffen 1968:

8s-+).

Stands of Loblolly Pines, on the other hand, might

be referred to as rtlogging climax communitiestt. Unlike

many other species of tree, Loblolly Pines can seed

themselves on areas clear cut by logging operations. The

extensive stands of these pines in Louisiana are due,

in large part, t,o the lumbering industry (nniffen 1968:

84) 
"

THE STTE

The site

t,hat, divides the

is situated on the soutlu face of a ridge

Upper Calcasieu River drainage from the
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Lower calcasíeu River. and sabine River drainages. This
ridge is here referred to as r?Calcasieu Ridgerr. The

síte is adjacent the headwaters of an intermittent branch

of Libert,y creek, which is part, of the castor creek-sal:ine
River drainage.

The map coordinates for the síte are the NIff, of
the NIú{ of section 1{, T2N, RBI4I. ft lies just south of
st,ate Highway 28 along the Franklin cemetery Road.

The site consists of four man-made earth mounds

designated A, B, c, and D" They run in a roughly northeast
to southwest directíon along the east si_de of the inter-
mit'tent branch of Liberty creek. The mounds vary ín size
from approximately 3z to 66 feet in diameter. They are

between z$ to 4 feet high and are composed of silty sand

built on a base of Miocene sand and clay sediments.

Mound D, jin t,he sout,hern part of the site, lies
partially wit'hín t,he Frankrin Family cemetery. Mounds

A and B 1ie just, north and east of Mounds D in a wooded

area. Mound c st'ill further to the north lies only
partially within the wooded area. The major part of this
mound is sit,uated in a pasture which rlrns along the entire
east,ern side of t,he site.

THE PLAN qF EXCAVATION

The reason for excavating the site was to recover
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a, sample of artifacts with whích the processes of manu-

facture and material utílizatíon could be studied. It

was expected that this site would yield a single assemblage

of Late Archaic or Early l{oodland antiquity. It was also

expected that, based on similar structures previously re-

ported (Ford and Quimby L945), the mounds i/\Iould contain

burials and other features.

The excavation of the site was hampered by the

writer?s inability to work at the site full time. The

excavations were carríed out duríng week-ends, stretched

over a ten-month period from MaV L97L to January L972"

Approximately five hundred man-hours l{ere spent in actually

dígging t,he sj-te.

Init,ially, it was decided to concentrate on Mound

A to obtain the sample of artifacts for the proposed

technological analysis. This mound was chosen mainly

because of its central location and the absence of trees

over much of its surface. Mound D was not considered

because of it,s proximity to the cemetery. Mound B, on

the other hand, appeared to be quite disturbed in many

areas by armadillo burro¡n¡s. Finally Mound C lay most,ly

within an open pasture where a large herd of cattle

usually grazed.

The excavation of the cross-sections in Mound A

brought, t,o light several unexpected problems' The fill
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of the mound produced indications t,hat portions of the

sample wel'e of different ages. Features such as burials,

fire pits, and post molds had long since decomposed, if

indeed t,hey had ever been contained within the mound.

Because of these unexpect,ed findings it was decided

to test Mounds B and C. This was done in an attempt to

clarify the composit,ion of the artífact collection from

Mound A and to gain addit,ional data concerning the struc-

ture of ùhe mounds. These extended excavatíons failed

to unearth any recognizable features or concentrations

of artífacts however.

One additional square was excavated just north of

Mound A and was init,iated to investigate a small mound of

earth about 10 feet in diameter. It, was found that this

small mound was the result of some recent dist,urbance,

possibly logging.

The site u¡as grided in 6-foot,-square blocks. The

stakes r^rere bot,h numbered and let,t,ered with reference to

two base lines; one south and orÌe east of Mound A. The

base line south of Mound A was the numerical line and

the base line to the east l^ras the letter line. Subsequenc

numerical lines were marked off Z, 3, 4r. etc. from

the base line north; and Zt, 31, 4t, . etc. from the

base 1íne south. The letter grid lines r^rere lettered



B, C, D, , etc, from the

blocks v/ere designated with

as reference for each block.

10

letter base line west. The

the use of the southeast stake

As previously indicated, Mound C lies north of

Mounds A and B and is partly within a pasture. ft T{as

not possible to excavate wíthin t his pasture because of

t,he danger to cattle. I,tlít'h this limitation, the grid

system used on Mounds A and B could not give a suitable

profile of Mound C. In the restricted area of Mound C

west of the pasture fence, only a section parallel to

the fence would give a representative pr:ofile. For this

reason a specíal grid system was devised for Mound C.

The grid lines in this system a,re parallel and perpendí-

cular, or nearly so, to the fence separating the pasture

from the excavation.

The numerical base line for this grid system is

west of Mound C. The subsequent numerical lines r^rere

marked off 2, 3, 4, . etc. from the base line east.

The letter base line was north of Mound C and subsequent

letter lines vrere marked off BB, CC, DD, etc. from

the base lj-ne south. The blocks 'hrere designated with the

use of the northwest stake as reference for each block"

The mounds were excavated in 6-inch levels within

layers in eíther 6-foot square blocks or i-n J-foot by 6-

f oot rectangular blocks. All t,he excavated eart,h was
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sif ted through a oa-inch screen.

vations was set at a high point

26N. The site v/as mapped using

all elevations.

The datum for the exca-

on Mound A, whích was stake

this datum as reference for

At the begínning standíng 6-ínch baulks were left

between all excavated blocks. Cattle, which were occa-

sionally 1et, into the area, soon damaged these baulks and

so t,he baulks were taken out when no longer needed. The

blocks in Mound B and C hlere excavated and backfilled

each day, while the excavations of Mound A were left'

open for long periods of time. This provided the excavators

with a standard reference for further work.

THE SEDIMENTS AND S.TRAgTGRAPEY

The sediments at the site r,rre.re divided into three

layers and designated layers A, B, and C, from top to

bottom. These desígnations are simply alphabet,ical tags

to differentiate the layers and are not to be confused

with soíl }:'orLzon classifications. Layer A, however, was

considered to be an ttA horizontl which has recently devel-

oped in the top of and from Layer B. For thís reason

Layers A and B were dug wíthout regard to the dividing

line between t,hem. Layer C, on the other hand, was

considered to be a depositíonally dist,inct, unit and was

excavated separately. Layers 1+ and B were generally

excavated ín three to fíve 6-inch leve1s to the top of
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Layer C. The leve1s were excavated congruent with the

contour of the mounds. fn Mound A, two blocks were

excavated into Layer C. This level r,ras designated Level

I-C. No buried or tlfossillt humus horizons urere encountered

in the excavations outside of the portion of layer A found

under recently dist,urbed earth in Block 33K.

To show the basis of t,he layer divisions made at

the Calcasieu Ridge Site, the texture of the sediment,s

at the site l^¡ere analysed by t,he tlBouyoucos Met,hodlt (Royse

l97O). Each sample was first poured through a 2.Omm

síeve to remove gravel sized particles (none, however

r,rras found). A 50 gram sample of t,he sediment and 0,6

grams of sodium oxalate releasing agent hrere then mixed

and placed into a 1000m1 cylinder filled with dístilled

water. Readings showing the amount of particles in

suspension t{ere then taken wit,h a hydrometer at forty

seconds and again atthe end of two hours. The result,ing

figures indicated the percent of sand, silt and clay

makíng up each sample. The dry color of t,he soil r^ras

determined by the use of

(tgS+). The results of

withín Table I.

the Munsell Soil Color Charts

thís analysís are contained

The sediments of Mounds

the same. The general slope

also approximately identical

A and B are essent,ially

and drainage pattern is

for the two mounds. The
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sediments of Mound C differ from Mounds A and B. This

difference is probably due to the greater slope and

bet,t,er drainage pattern around Mound C. 0n the who1e,

however, the sediments of all the mounds are comparable

( But,zer L97L: 50, 53 ) .

No buried seeds or other plant material (ot,her

than roots) was found in the sediments at the st,udy

site. Bone was extremely scarce, as the excavators en-

countered only three pieces, all of which were unidenti-

fiable.



rTI CHRONOLOGICAL RELATTONSHTPS

THE gIRATTGRAPHIC PROBLEM

It is apparent, that during the construction of
the mounds at, the calcasieu Ridge sit,e, earlier artífacts
were inadvertent,ly dug up with the earth which was used

t,o construct the mounds. The rea]-j-zatíon of this sample

mixing did not occur to the writer unt,ír the excavation

of Mound A was nearly completed. An attempt to isolace
the material wj-th which the mounds were associat,ed (by

excavating samples from Mounds B and c) must be regarded

as a fai-lure. Even a cursory study of the artifact distri-
buLions (rabte xrr) ín the mounds clearly indicates t,hat

a number of artifacts wíth varying chronologícal affinities
are present.

A statístical isolation of the arti-facts according

to age l^ras not possible because of several f actors. The

primary fact'or was the small size of the sample of arti-
f acts related to periods otlær than those affiliated wit,h

the mounds. The distribution of these small samples

were felt to be less than stat,ist,ically signif icant.
Another factor weighing agaínst st,atistical isolat,ion of
the art,ifacts was the nonrandom nature of the sample.

rt cannot be stated that the frequencies of artífact types

1/l
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in the collection under study are at all representative

of the entire population at the síte or of any one level.

This is due to the limited extent of the excavations and

t,heir restricted locations.

Outside of evidence of a late occupation near the

surface of Mound C, there ís no identifiable stratification

of similarly dated artif acts in the site. I{it'hout this

stratificatíon, ít will be impossible to accurately de-

lineate the agEgfnþlgqes. (i.e., groups of contemporaneous

artifact types consistently found together in a given

space and time fClarke 1968:230:11 ) represented within

the artifact sample. However, through an examination of

a number of chronological studies it is possible to con-

struct a llchronological at,t,ribute patterntr with which

artifact types can be defined and their chronological

ordering determined. For example, fluting is known to

occur chronologically early and projectile points with

flut,ed bases are very likely related to an early period.

A set of such attributes can be used to show the possible

chronological affíliations of the collection under study.

CHRONOLOGJ,CêL RELATTONSH] P S

The chronological positíons of the various arti-

fact types in the study sample ar.e defíned in a framework

of four interrelated units. These units include assem-

blage (which has already been defined above), phase,
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períod, and tradition.

Attributes, artífacts, artifact types and assem-

blages of artifact types, characterist,ic of a parti-cular

area and a specific short span of time, is refemed to as

a pbase (clarke 1968 zL!,6, Idilley and Phillips L965:22).

The essential feature of the phase is t,hat ít is a hori-

zonbaL divísion of time in a locality or region.

Horizontal dívisions of time in large area,s, such

as a contínent or large portíon of a continent, is referred

to as a peliod. Further, a period is identified as a seg-

ment of a tradition, connoting a particular span of time

of a particular tradition. In turn, a t'radit'io¡r, is seen

as a group of assemblages and phases which have a certain

amount of affínity or shared artifact types.

A tradition can persist through a significant span

of time and represents a w-idely diffused and related

adaptat,ion to envíronmental, economic, and technological

factors (Clarke19óBz66g). Clarke prefers to use the

term rrtechnocomplex?l rather than tradition, with the above

definition. However, as the term t?traditionll is wi-dely

used in the New l{orld in the way ít, is here defined, it

seems most appropriate to cont'inue t,he use of that term

ín this paper.

In Table II, selected artifact types in the sample
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from the Calcasieu Ridge Site, are scaled according to

their known occurrence ín a number of traditions, periods,

and phases. The four tradibions (Paleo-Indian, Archaic,

Iüoodland, and Mississippian) and their period and phase

divisions listed in this table constitute a compromise

chronological scheme. This scheme combínes the chronol-

ogies devised by a number of Louisiana and eastern North

Amerícan prehistorians (See Gagliano L967, MacDonald 1968

and L97L, Haag L965, Mason T962, Redfield L97L, i,üebb L968,

Ford and \{ebb L956).

It is not claimed that the chronologieal scheme

presented ín this paper is the only way the prehistory

of Louisiana and eastern North America can be partitioned"

The framework presented here is considered simply to

be compatible wit,h t he often disjointed chronological

schemes formulated for Louisiana prehistory. As such,

ít, is useful in the definition of a chronological att,ri-

bute pattern.

Table II demonstrates that portions of the art,ifact

sample are relat,ed to a number of períods and phases

t,hrough time. The oldest tradition to which portíons

of the artifact collection are related is the Paleo-

Indian Tradit,ion " This t,radítion has been divided into

three periods: Early, Middle, and Late (MacDonald 1968)"
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The Early Paleo-fndian Period dat,es bet,ween 91 500 8.C.

to 9,000 B.C. and is typífied by Clovís or Ent,erline

fluted point,s. The Middle Paleo-Indian Period dates

between 91000 B.C. and 8r000 B.C. and is typified by

such flut,ed point types as Folsom, Bull Brook, Debert

and Cumberland. The Late Paleo-Indian period dates

between 8,000 B.C. and 5,000 B.C. and is typified by a

large number of basally thinned or flut,ed point types

including Dalton, San Pat,rice and Quad (MacDonald 1968:

77-8, L Z and L97L:37, Mason L964:239, Haynes Lg64:1{08-

13).

The artifacts in the study sample i,vhich are comp-

arable to specimens found in the Paleo-rndian Tradition

assemblages include: the r?Reds'bonetr clovis projectíle point,

,the large basally thinned laneeolat,e projectile point, t,he

three small basally thinned or fluted Ianceolate project,íle

points, t,he Dalt,on project,ile point, the five San patrice

projectile points, the large side-notched projectile point,

the small side-notched project,ile point and the single

flake end scraper (See Appendix A),

The projectile point, designat,ed as a nReds'bonerl

clovis is basically t,ríangular in outline and the flut,e

runs nearly t,o the típ. This point is quite comparable

with points of the sâme type from Tennessee and Alabama
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(Mason L9622239, Cambron and Hulse L964275-6). The

point type has never been dated and its occurrence is
knov¡n only f rom surf ace collections. Stylist,ically

it seems to fal1 between Clovis on one hand and Cumberland

on the other. l'Iason (]-962:239) has observed that
granting the trend from partly-flut,ed t,o fully-
fluted points in the Clovís-Folsom sequence in
the western North America, the same trend would
obtain in t,he Southeast if Cumberland points
succeed Clovis.

On Stylistic grounds, Redstone is closer to Clovj-s

than Cumberland. The fluting technique of the Redstone

points is the same as t,hat of Clovis point,s, whereas the

fluting technique of Cumberland points is typical of
Folsom points. fn view of the longer flute on Redstone

points, it, would appear t,hat, if the longer flut,ing trend

in t,he west i-s analogorrs to the east, the sequence of pro-
ject,ile point development was from Clovis to Redstone Eo

Cumberland, at least in the Tennessee River area. This

would mean that t,he Redst,one projectile point, type could

date to the Middle Paleo-fndian Period or between 9,000

B.C. and 8,000 B.C.

The Dalton and San Patrice point,s are Lat,e

Paleo-Indian pro ject,itr-e point types. The Dalton point

from t,he Calcasieu Ridge Sit,e is of the lrGreenbrierrt

variety, which ís considered slightly more recent t,han

the ltclassicir or Meserve/Dalton (Redfietd 1970:101). san
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Patrice projectile points âre thought to date prior to

61000 B.C. and are probably contemporanous with the

Greenbrier Dalton type (Redtietd 197L).

The fluted or basal-ly thinned lanceolate points

from t,he Calcasieu Ridge Site are comparable to lanceo-

late forms of the Late Pa1eo-Indian Period. Similarit,ies

exist between the lanceolate forms in the study sample

and the Hardaway Blade projectile point type, a close

affiliat,e of the Quad projectile point type (Coe L9642

6+-5, Fig. 56). They also are simil-ar to the rrlanceolate

Daltonrt, which is belj-eved to be related to the Meserve/

Dalton anC Greenbrier Dalton types and which has been

found in the Lower Mississj-ppi River Valley (ReafietA

L97 o: 101 ) .

The points do not appear to be related to lanceo-

1¿te forms of the Early or Middle Paleo-fndian Periods,

nor to the projectile poínts of the Archaic, I'foodland

and Mississippian Tradit,ions. The highest probability of

relationship for the lanceolate points in t'he study

sample, then, seems to be with t'he Late Paleo-Indian

Period lanceolate poínt forms

The large side-notched point from the Calcasieu

Ridge Sit,e is comparable to a Lat,e Paleo-Indian side-

notched point from the Simonsen bison kill-site in Iowa,
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dated at 6+Tt B.C. (Mason Lg6ZzZ37)" The small side_

notched point is at present, lacking comparable types
However, the only other point which has a rhomboid

transverse section in t,he study sample is the Darton

point and this may be an indication that they are

equívalent ín age.

Although differi-ng stylistically with side-notched
point's in the study sample, side-notched points have been

report'ed in assoeiation wíth Dalton projectile points in
Alabama (Dejarnette, Kurjack and cambron 1962zBz). side-
notched projectile points have also been found to be

associated wit,h san Pat,rice projectíI-e points in Louisiana
(Idebb, Shiner, and Robert,s LgT]-zLS-T). It is possíble,

therefore, t'hat the two side-notched projectile points
from the calcasieu Ridge site date to the Lat,e paleo-

Indian Period.

rt should be noted that side-notched projectile
points are also found in the southeast during the Archaic
Tradition (Webb, Shiner, and Roberts L97I:46, Lewis and

Kneberg L959:161ff.). They are not known to occur in
Louisiana during the Archaic, but t,his may be due to
the fact that very lit,tle is known about this tradition
in that state" rt ís possible then that, the two side-
notched projectile points may be related t,o an as yet
undefined Archaic assemblage in Louisiana.
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The single flake end scraper from the Calcasieu

Ridge sit'e is suggestíve of Paleo-rndian affiliations

Such scrapers have not been reporrted from later assem-

blages in Louísíana (although this may again be the
result of t,he l-ack of knowledge of the Louisiana Archaic).

They are, however, ãfr int,egral part of the paleo-rndian

t'ool kit and persist throughout t,he paleo-rndian Tradition
(Ifebb, Shiner, and Roberts 197L;46). This raises t,he

possibility t'hat the flake end scraper in t,he study sampre

is also of Paleo-fndian age.

Table fI shows t,hat a small number of art,ífact,

types in the collection under analysis are comparable to
artífacttypes found ín Archaic Tradit,íon assemblages.

The Archaic Tradit,ion can be divided into two periods:
Early and Late (Gagliano L967:11).

The Early Archaic Period dates between 51000 B.C.

and 31000 B.c, and the Late Archaic period dates between

3,000 B"C. and 1,500 B.C. (Gaglíano Lg67:11-). The Early
Archaic Period ín Louisiana is exemplified by assemblages

in which Kirk serrated projectile points are predominant.

The Lat,e Archaic Period in Louisiana is marked by a

number of st,emmed and notched point types, including
the Carro1lt,on, Gai:y, Palmillas, Kent, Ensor, and Ellis
point types (Gagliano 1-967374).
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Two projectile points in t,he study sample have

been classified as l(irk Serrated projectile points. They

differ from most Kirk Serrat,ed projectile point,s in that,

those in the study sample have bases t,har are excurvat,e

instead of incurvate. Coe (L964:72 Fig. 6l brcrg), has

illustrat'ed Kirk serrated projectil-e points wit,h straight
to slightly excurvate bases. These points are similar in
size and form to the specimens from the Calcasieu Ridge

Sit,e 
"

Kirk Serrated project,ile point,s seem to be limit,ed
in their occurrence in southeastern Nort,h America to the

Early Archaic Period. Gagliano (1967:98) feels t,hat, this
project'ile point t'ype is a fairly good indicator of Early
Archaíc Period affiliations when found in Louisiana. As

the two Kirk serrated projectíle points in the st,udy sample

are well wit,hin the range of variation of this type, it
is possible that, they were made during the Early Archaic

Period.

During t,he Late Archaic period, numbers of st,emmed

and corner-notched projectile point t,ypes appeared in
Louisiana. Among these r4rere the carrollton, Gary, palmillas,

Kent, Ensor and E1lis projectile point types (Gagliano

L967274) which arre also found in t,he sample from the

Calcasieu Ridge Sit,e. These types persist into later
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tr{oodland Tradition assemblages. In cases where Late

Archaic assemblages are mixed with l,Voodland, it is im-

possible to dist,inguish the Late Archaíc manifestation

on the basis of projectile point typology. If a portion

of the artifact sample from the Calcasíeu Ridge Sit,e has

Lat,e Archaic Period affinites it, is impossible to distin-
guish it from portíons related to later periods, which

are def init,ely represented.

Table fI shows that the great,est number of art,i-
fact types in t,he study sample are comparable to l{oodland

Traditíon art,if act t,ypes. Table XIT shows that these

artifa.ct types are also numerícally the most important,

in the study sample. The \üoodland Tradition can be

divided into three periods: Early, Middle and Lat,e (llaag

L965:319).

The Early \{oodland Period dates between 1r500 B.C,

and A.D. 200. fn Louisiana this Early Períod is divided

into two phases: the Poverty Point, Phase dated between

1r500 B.C. and 500 B.C. and the Tchefuncte Phase dated

between 500 B.C, and A"D. 200 (Gagliano L967:11). Among

the artifacts dist,inguishing the Poverty Poínt, phase are

clay balls, blades, stemmed and corner-notched projectile
points, tubular clay and sto ne pipes, and fíber-tempered

pottery (V/ebb 1968:305). The Tchefuncte phase is the

oldest chronological unit which is t,ypified by the occurrence
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of large quantities of ceramics (Gaglíano L967:13).

Other artifacts known to occur in t'he Tchefuncte Phase

include clay balls, stemmed and corner-notched proJectile

points, and clay piPes.

The Middle l{oodland Period is dated between A.D.

200 and A.D. 950. The Late Idoodland Period is dated

between A.D. 950 and A.D" 1350 (Gagliano L967:11)' These

two periods are distinguished mainly by large quantities

of rather dist,inctíve pottery types.

Middle and Late \{oodland pottery types are totally

absent from the study sample, It, is Early ì{oodland pot-

tery and other artifact types (table XII) that, make up

the major part of the study sample. The two phases of

t,he Early Vüoodland Period in Louisiana (Poverty Point

followed by Tchefuncte) are very simílar in artifact

type compositíon. The distingui-shing characteristics

of the Povert'y Point assemblages, as opposed to the

Tchefuncte assemblages, are reflected in the numerical

frequencies of artífact types, more than in the presence

or absence of particular artifact types. To dist'inguish

these assemblages in mixed or in less than adequate

samples is difficult at best'

The Poverty Point assemblages are especially

typifíed by the ínclusion of large quantíties of fired
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cl-ay balls, blades, and tools made from blades. Types

of clay balls in Povert,y Point assemblages have been

distinguished. The most abundant types of clay balls

are said to be: cylindrical with grooves, cross-grooved,

melon-shaped with end grooves, melon-shaped, biconícal

grooved, and biconical plain (rvebt 19ó8:J0B). Clarence

htebb has shown that, these traits are fairly consístent

in occurrence throughout the Poverty Point assemblages

in the Mississippi Valley and adjacent areas.

In the artifact sample from t,he Calcasieu Ridge

Site, bot,h fired clay ba1ls and blades occur. However,

serious problems develop when the sarnple from the study

site is compared to Poverty Point assemblages. For

example, all of the fired clay balls in the st'udy sample

are amorphous in shape. None of the clay balls can be

classified as being anyt,hing resembling the Î?major typesrr

in the Poverty Point assemblages. Amorphous clay balls

are said to be of minor significance in the Poverty

Point assemblages (l{ebb 1968:308). It is vital, however,

not to overlook certain oversights made by t,he excavators

of t,he Poverty Point sites. Ford and l,{ebb state that

at Jaketor¡n, one of the most important Poverty Point

sites,

clay objects of this índefinite shape famorphous]
were not recorded from Jaketown. At this dat,e it
is impossible to say whether or not thís ís due
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to our f ailure to collect them t,here. The
Jaketown deposít,s were not sifted, and it is
quíte possible t,hat both archaeologists and
workmen failed to note these rather unimpres-
sive fired clay lumps or mistook them for
fragments of more definítely shaped bal-ls
( Ford and lfebb Lg 56: 42) ,

ft should also be point,ed out that at the site
on which most of the frequenci-es regarding Poverty

Point assemblages are based - the Poverty point, Sit,e in
northeastern Louisiana only some of the sediments were

sifted. The majority of the frequencies are based on

collections from unsíft,ed excavations and surface collec-
tions by archaeologists and relic hunters. In the only
analysis of a sifted excavation at the poverty point sit,e

(Cut 4), amorphous clay balls proved to be one of t,he

most abundant types (Ford and l{ebb L956r43), Even in
this analysis, however, the actual numbers of particular
types tnrere derived not by counting them, but, by estimatíng
their numbers by weighing t,he sample (For¿ and \üebb L956,

43), The accuracy of this procedure is yet to be dem-

onstrated.

The thirt,y-two blades in the study sample are

comparable to blades in Poverty Point assemblages. How-

ever, no specimens of the dístinctive used blades (ca1led
ltJaketonn perforators?t by Ford, Phillips and Haag 1955:

140-1) found in abundance in Poverty Poínt assemblages

are present in the study sample.
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In the Tchefuncte Phase assemblages, which folLow

the Poverty Point Phase, clay balls are present, but their
numbers and type are in quest,ion. L¡/hen it is remembered

t'hat many of t'he Tchefuncte sites were excavated before

amorphous clay bal1s were recognized as artifacts (Ford

and Químby L94il, the reliability of the findings faI1s

ínto question. on the other hand, it is clear that t,he

frequency of report,ed finds of clay balls of all types

decreases sharply in Tchefuncte assemblages.

The fact that, no blades, or tools made from

blades, are reported from Tchefunct,e sítes is meaningful.

This is one artífact type which was seemingly looked for
consistentay and was found lacking in at least the sites
so far reported (i{ebb 1968 23L2, Ford and Quimb¡ L94Ð.

The major distínguishing feature of Tchefuncte

assemblages is the appearance of large quantíties of clay-
tempered and sand-tempered pottery. The sevent,y-nine sherds

of Tchefuncte Plain Ì{are and two sherds of Orleans punctated

rnrare in the st,udy sample are typical of the Tchefuncte

Phase (Ford and Quimby L}AS:52-86).

I{ebb (Lg68:308-10) rras contended t,hat clay-tempered

and sand-tempered pottery appears first at the end of the
Poverty Point Phase. He bases his assertion on the col1ec-
tions of relíc hunters and fínds of sand-tempered and clay-
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tempered pottery in Poverty Point sites with questionable

stratigraphy. The only pottery definitely associated

wíth Pottery Poínt assemblages is fiber-t,empered ware,

whích is unimportant in the Tchefuncte Phase. As it
now stands, the proposition that sand-tempered and

clay-tempered pottery is part of t,he Poverty Point Phase

assemblages is weak, and all its supporting evidence is
suspect.

The occLrrrence of blades and clay balls j-n the

study sample suggests Poverty Point Phase affinit,ies;

sand-tempered and clay-tempered pottery suggest Tchefuncte

Phase af f init,j-es as we1I. The available comparative

material suggests that portions of the study sample have

both late Poverty F-oint and early Tchefuncte affinj-t,ies

and represent a tttransítional assemblagel?. In the absence

of clearly defined assemblages from Early Idoodland Period

sites in Louisiana, however, it will be impossible to de-

fine with confidence the chronological position of the

Early l,foodland artif act types f rom the site under analysis.

Tt can be said that, t,he construction of the mounds

is related to the phase represented by t,he pottery. The

mounds could not have been built before late Poverty Point,

times because pottery is distributed throughout, the mound

fill. Nor could the mounds have been built later than

early Tchefuncte times because there are no sherds in t,he
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s'budy sample which are representative of late Tchefuncte

times. Even allowing for sampling error, the probability

t,hat, only the older pottery types would be found is not,

ve].y high. This would date the mound construction at

about 500 B.C.

Tn Table II a small number of artifact types

present in the study sample are shown to occur in the

Late l{oodland Period or during the following Míssissippian

Tradition. The Mississippian Tradition dates from A.D.

1r350 to A.D. 1700 in Louisiana and is distinguished by

a number of artifact t¡rpes whích originated in the

Central Mississippi Rì-ver Valley" This traditíon?s main

influence in Louisiana appears to have been in t,he north-

eastern part of the state (Uaag L96523O7-L2) "

The artifacts which suggest this late relationship

are the small llarrow pointstt which include two Bonham

points, one Fresno point, and one small triangular point

which resembles the Young projectile point type.

These small projectile points, although similar

in form and age to the r?arrow pointstt which appear in

southern Louisiana, are normally found in the Texas-

Oklahoma-northern Louisíana area. The occllrrence of

these sma1l projectile points only near the surface in

one area of Mound C indicates they v¡ere deposited there
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sometime after the mounds were built" Thus, thís is t'he

only stratífication yet discerned at the site. Affili-

ations with particular Texas, Oklahoma, and northern

Louisiana assemblages cannot be substantiated without

further information.

Other influences from the Texas-Oklahoma-northern

Louisiana area are indicated in the study sample by the

presence of five I{illiams projectile points a-nd a possible

serrated l{illiarns pro jectíle point. These points are not

common in assemblages of southern Lorrisiana and are seldom

reported. In Texas, however, they are found in abundance

and have a very long time range of 41000 B.C. to A.D.

1,000 (Suhm and Jelks L9622259). It is therefore im-

possible to say what relationships they represent. They

are probably not associated with the small late points

because they are scattered throughout the mound fil1.

TEE_CHBON 0 L O GICAL_SE OUE NC E

In Table TII t,he probable chronological relation-

ships discernible in the study sample are graphically

represented. With t,he limited information at hand, it

is impossible to say whether the single Redstone projectile

point represents a Middle Paleo-Indian Períod manifestation

in Louisíana or a tts¿¡viv¿Jtt into a later period.
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The Dalton, San Patrice, small lanceolate, and

1a¡.€e lanceolate projectile points are good evidence of

a Lat,e Paleo-Tndian Period origin for portions of the

collection being analysed in this paper. It is impossíble

to sây¡ however, if t,he variety of projectile points

present represents a single or multiple rel-ationships

with this period. The two side-notched points in the

sannple may also be related to a Paleo-Indian assemblage.

It, cannot be overlooked, however, that, they may also

be relat,ed to an as yet unidentified Archaic assemblage"

Tf it is t,rue that Kirk Serrated projectile

points are rather exclusive index artifacts of t,he

Early Archaic Period, the two specimens in the study

sample a?e evidence t,hat some of the study sample was

produced during this period. No such index artifact

types, however, denote the Late Archaíc Period. It can

only be concluded, from the examination of t,he study

sample, that no recognizable evidence exists which indicates

Late Archaic Period affinities for any portíon of the

collection.

The major relationships of the artifact sample

under study are wíth Early Woodland Period assemblages.

The first clay balls, blades, Tchefuncte Plain \,{are,

and Orleans Punctated l,Vare are indícative of either

(a) reLationships with both the Poverty Point Phase and
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early Tchefuncte Phase or (b) a relationshíp with a

tttransitíonal assemblagett showing t,he t,ransition between

the Poverty Point Phase and the Tchefuncte phase. It
is apparent t,hat, the mounds were construct,ed either
during an early Tchefuncte Phase or during a time rep-
resented by a t,ransitional assemblage.

The Bonham, Fresno, and small triangular projectile
poj-nts are indícative of Late I,üoodland or Mississippian
relationships. These projectile points are also suggestive

of influences from the Texas-oklahoma-northern Louisiana

area. Earlier relationships with this area are suggested

by the presence of the \,fillíams projectile points, but

the date and nature of this influence is unknonn.

I{hen t,he artifact types in t,he study sample are

placed in chronological order the resulting sequence

(see Table rrr) represents one of the longest and mosr

complete sequences yet excavated in Louisiana. For t,his
reason it is potentially one of the most important, sites
in that' state. rt suggest,s the possibire antiquity and

persistence of the utiLízation of west central Louísiana

by prehistoric populations.

ft is unfortunate t,hat this long sequence cannot

be translated into a positive indicat,ion that, the

carcasieu Ridge sit,e was occupied before the mounds
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were built" The earth wíth which the mounds were con-

structed may have been obtained some dj-stance from the

site. If this is t,he case, portions of the art,if act

sample which predate the mounds could actually be from

another site. This is not very likely, however, for

sandy soil is locally available, but unt'il further

excavations are conducted around the mounds it will be

impossible to prove that the artifacts originated at

the study site. The only positive indicati-ons of

occupations at the site are the mounds themselves and

the Late \{oodland/Mississippian material near the

surface of Mound C.



III THE TECHNOLOGICAL FRAMEWORI(

SOME BASIC CONSIDERATIONS

Groups of artifacts in this study are not considered

to be a technology, but rather, the results of a technology

or technologíes. The term technology connotes

. the practical art,s. . . Technologies are
bodies of skills, knowledge, and procedures for
makíng, using, and doing useful things.
Technologies are the cultural t,radítions de-
veloped in human communities for dealing with
the physícal and bíological environment, including
the human bío1ogícal organism (Merrill L968:576-7) .

The results of a prehíst,oric t,echnology can be

classífied accordí.ng to the type of raw material used and

the general manufacturing procedures. Such a divisíon ís
known as an índustr¡r, examples of which are chipped stone

industries, polished stone industries, and carved bone

industries (Krieger L964:26, Clarke 1968 667).

The main emphasis in the present paper is placed

on analysing the chipped stone índustry represented in
the study sample. In conducting this analysís, the nature

of chipped stone ímplement manufacture was first considered

in order to formulate a t?patt,ern of attributesrt with which

artifact types useful in delineat,ing the processes of

chipped stone implement manufacture could be defined.

35
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THE NATURE OF CHIPPED STONE TMPLEMENT MANUFACTURE

The process of chipped stone tool manufacture is

basícally the reduction of raw stone material into usable

tools. Douglas Bucy (L97LzL5) has characterízed this
process, explaining that

. a piece of material is formed into a tool
by removing pieces from it unt,iI the desired
form and edge characteristics necessary to per-
form the work. have been achieved.

Raw materíaL is shaped ínto t,he desired form by

a series of controlled fractures. These fract,ures are

controllable because of the consistent manner in which

certain stone reacts when force is applied to it. That

is, force, applied to stone which is of relat,ively uniform

composítion, is deflected radially from the area of impact

between 5Oo and 76U^ (Pond 1930:51). This deflection means

that the force is dissipated conically through the material.

If the force is strong enough and the material consistent

enough a conical fracture occurs (see Crabtree L972b for
discussion of conical fractures). By adjusting the

direct,ion of the force, it is possible to change the

direction of the fracture (Leakey 1960:29ff.). By pre-

paring the impact area or llplatformtt, in conjunction

with a controlled direction of force, it, is possible to
control the size and location of the fracture. The amount

and direction of force required to make a fracture is
ltmat,eríal specif icrl. That is, dif ferent, types of stone
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require dífferent angles and amounts of force t,o fracture

them.

The pieces removed from a mass of raw material

are generally in the form of flakes. These pieces ¿¡s

struck off by using an edge or a surface adjacent to an

edge âs a platform. The force appli-ed to such a platform

can only be deflected partially into the mass of material.

The rest of the radially deflected force will be deflected

beyond the edge away from the object being worked" The

force whj.ch is deflect,ed into the material predictably

produces a fracture resembling the longitudinal section

of a complete conical fracture. This fracture ís generally

referred to as a ??concoidalll fracture because of it,s ilsea

shell-like?r appearance (Crabt,ree 1972a2 54).

The way in which chipped stone artifact,s are

ultimately manufactured is individualLy, culturally,

and envíronmentally determined. Each art,isan bríngs

to t,he task of stone tool production his cultural heri-

tage and his own individual motor skills. fnsofar as

raw material varíes in its availability and suitabilíty

for stone tool manufacture, it also affects t,he specific

nature of the manufacturing process.

As a result of these variables it is often difficult,
to conceptualize how a given group of chipped stone
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artif acts r./ere produced. Fortunately it is possíble to
construct generalízed sequences for manufact,uring pro-
ce,sses. Davis (tgl2:24) tras pointed out that

productíon of an object may be operatíonally
described in t,erms of select,ion, sequence,
and process. \{hen an individuai malies an
artifact, he is motivat,ed by a material need
or want for a specific too! ornament, weapon,or whatever. He selectsr- in sequencê, materîal,
ghape, and decoration, ii desired, and concom_itantly, methods of processd.ng, fábricat,ion,
and design applicat,íon,

Such an ?îoperational descriptionn of the sequence

of chipped stone implement manufacture has been accomplished

by Guy Muto (Lg7L). He sees t,he process beginning with the
procurement of the raw material. A fabricator (hammersEone,

antler billet, etc. ) is then obtained and the weat,hered

or cortex surface ís removed from the raw material. During
and after the removal of the cortex, emphasis is placed

on thinning in transverse and longitudinal sections what

Muto refers to as the ?robjective piece'. As the desired
sections are approached, the outrine is finíshed to its
final form. The fínishing touches are said to include
the sharpening of the edges and in some cases providing
a hafting mechanísm (tvtuto lgTt:48).

The processes cfchipped stone tool manufacture
would thus appear to follow t,he generalized sequence of
mat'erial procurement,, fabricator selection, cortex re-
moval-, longit,udj-nal and t,ransverse section reduction.
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outline finishing, edge sharpening, and hafting. This

sequence is applicable not only in reference to core

tools, but, also to flake and blade tools. In the pro-

duction of tools from flakes or blades, the flake or

blade struck from the core becomes the objective piece,

instead of the core (eucy L97L:15). The striking of

the flake or blade from the core fal1s in the area of

cortex removal and longitudinal and transverse section

reduction.

It should be kept, in mind that the elements of

this generalized sequence are not fixed, but may vary

in intensity. In some instances these elements may be

left out all together, depending on the nature of the

raw material and t,he form of the finished tool" Figure

B ilLustrates the authors conception of this variability

in t,he generalized sequence of chipped stone tool manu-

facture.

Muto (tgZt:+Z) emphasized strongly that the deline-

ation of t,he various elements in the sequence is artificial.

He rejects the víew of Sharrock (L966) and others that,

there are actual and di-st,inguishable stages of stone tool

manufacture. Sharrock holds the view that

. refining stone by t,he method of chipping
from larger cobbles to smaller and thinner
objects can best be done by stages. The number
of stages depends on the síze, particularLy
thíckness of the original blank (1966:40).

Speakíng from the standpoint, of an experienced
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stone worker, Muto sees the process as

. a continuum. startíng with the rai,rr
material and ending with the last blow delivered.
Each flake removed from the objective piece is a
stage; beyond tþat there can orrly be statistically
derived stages fsharrock L966 J which have only little
meaning to the flint,-worker (tututo L97Lr47).

An objective piece which is left before completion

of the entire manufact,uring process would not in reality

represent a stage of manufacture, but a frozen element in

a continuum. Tt should be possible to group togebher símílar

elements from workshop sites. These groups should be

dist,ributed along lines indicatíng the processes taking

place in tool product,ion from beginning to end.

Flakes struck off during manufacture should have

attributes indicative of the part,icular process or processes

taking place when they were struck from the objective piece

(eucy L97L:11). Populatíons of these flakes from a particular

workshop site vrould cluster in such a 'hray as to indicate

the processes in the production of tools at the site.

TFIE DEIINTTTOU OF A TECHNOLOGTCAL ATTRIBUTE PATTERN

In order to distinguish archaeologically the processes

in the manufacture of chipped stone tools, it is necessary

to define a set of attributes indicat,ive of these processes.

Through the consideration of the nature of chipped stone

tool production it is possible to distinguish such attributes
from the multitude of possible choices, The elements making
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up the generalized sequence of chipped stone tool manufacture

ment,ioned earlier should logically exhibit a number of dis-

tinguishable attributes.

The follow-ing is a díscussion of each of the elements

in t he manufacture sequence and the at,tributes which are

t,hought to be associated with them" Emphasis is admittedly

pla.ced on the attributes which are thought to be particul ar1-y

relevant t,o the study material at hand. The frequency of

occurrence of these attributes should indicate the usefulness

of the generalized sequence of chipped stone implement manu-

facture, wtrile íllustrat,ing the specific form of the chipped

stone indust,ry at the study site. One element has been

added to the sequence outlined earlier, that of t,ool use.

This, the final element in tool production is also the hardest,

to identify"

Materåal Procuremenþ. The raw material used to make

chipped stone tools have a number of common attributes. Don

E. Crabtree (L967a:8) states that the desired materials

. are kinds of stone with the necessary properties
of texture, elasticíty, and flexibílit,y" They must
be of an even texture and relatively free of flaws,
and cracks, inclusions, cleavage planes and grains i-n
order to withst,and the proper amount of shock and
force necessary to det,ach a flake of predetermined
dimension.

Some of the particularly instructíve attributes of
lit'hic material pointed out by crabt,ree (lg6Ta:22-4) ínclude:
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the variety of material, its natural geographical and

geological occltrrence, the character of its unaltered

surfaces or r?cortexti, and the presence of thermal alter-

ation. The notation of the geographical and geological

occurrence of stone materials is useful in showing some

of the difficulties which the occupants of any locality

had in obt,aining these materials. The character of the

weathered or cortex surface covering the raw material can

give an investigator an indication of the specific sources

of t'he material (i.e. alluvíal deposit, bedrock formation,

et,c. ) .

Thermal alt,eration or heat treatment of mat,erials

can llchange their origínal structure to one t,hat, will

lend itself favorably to the production of certain stone

implementslf (crabtree Lg67a:24)" The occurrence of heat

treated specimens in an archaeological sit,e could repre-

sent a refinement in technolog¡r whích is potentially trace-

abre not only through time but through the actual sequence

of manufacture of stone tools.

There is a number of problems associated wíth the

identification of heat treatment. First of aLL, the

effects of heat, treatment are most pronounced when the

stone has been over heat,ed. That is, where the s,cone

has been heated to such a degree that, it, becomes fractured

and brittle, making it useless for chipped stone tool
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can be made into tools are not so easily identified.

Second, artifacts such as projectile points which

have had all of the surface t,hat was exposed during heat

treatment removed, exhibit only the greasy interior luster.
such a luster can occur nat,urally, so only comparison of
heat t,reated and non-heat t,reated materials or a microscopíc

t'hin section analysis (crabtree and Butler L964:z) can

show that, the luster resulted from thermal alterat,ion"

Finally, it is quite possíbre for stone to become

thermall-y altered accídentally (i.e. by having fires
unintent'ional-ly buil-t over them, by forest f ires, etc. ) .
The context of the thermal alt,ered specimens can in many

cases demonstrate whether or not a stone has been purpose-

ful1y heat treat,ed. crabtree (crabtree and Butler tg64:s)
and Fit'ting (Lg66z6z) have bot,h used context in order ro
demonstrate that, the art,ifåcts they r^rere analysíng were

purposefully heat t,reated. For artif act,s of uncertain
context, however, ít ís often very difficult to srrpport

a contention that they have been intentionally heat treated.

Fabricator sefection. The selection of a fabricat,or
for chipped stone tool manufacture was undoubtedry the re-
sult of a combinat,ion of individual preference, cultural
heritage, materíal workability, desired final tool form,
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and fabricator availability. Crabtree (t907:60-7O)

has outlined the variety of possible fabricator types,

including direct percussion, indirect percussion, and

pressure implements. It is clear that the difficulties
in dist,inguishing the work of these types of fabricat,ors

is yet, to be overcome. However, there is a number of

attributes which, when present in a population of arti-
facts, can indicate the type of fabricat,or that produced

them (Ellis L965) " The use of direct percussion fabricators,
for example, generally produces somewhat distinctive flakes.
Direct percussíon fabricators (hammerstones, antler bi-llets,
wood billet,s, etc. ) can be divided into two groups: hard

and soft hammers (Crabtree L967b:60-1). Fabricators are

classed hard or soft with reference to the hardness or

softness of the material they are used to fracture. Hard

hammers are harder and soft hammers are softer t,han the

mat,erial being worked.

The flakes resulting from the use of t,hese two

groups can be distinguished because t,he area of contact

between fabricat,or and platform is much greater when soft
hammers are used (Crabt,ree L972a:59, 89). The size of
the platform has a direct effect on the si-ze and distínctness
of Èhe ttbulb of forcerl " This llbulbrr is located direct,ly
below the platform on the interior or l?vent,ral surface

of the flake. Tt is actually t,he reflection of the radial
dispersion of force through the material and resembles a
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longitudinally split, cone (Crabt,ree lgTZa:54). The

larger the platform, the larger will be the area of

conical dispersion. Therefore, the bu1b, as t,he ref-

lectíon of this dispersion, will resemble a longitudinal

segment of a larger cone. As a result, the larger plat-

form will produce a progressively less distinct bulb of

force.

Soft, hamrners, having a greater area of platform

contact, produce less distinct or diffuse bulbs of force

on relatively straight, thinly terminat,ing flakes. I{ard

hammers, on the other hand, vrith a smal1 area of plat,form

contact, produce dist,ínct, or salíent bulbs of force on

relatively curvíng, t,hickly terminating flakes.

The use of a soft hammer also produces an overhang

or 1?1ip11 on the ventral edge of the platf orm of a f lake.

The mechanics which produce these lips is not very well

understood, but their occurrence on flakes struck off wíth

hard hammers is relatívely rare (Crabt,ree L9692 567, Knowles

L953t77-9).

There is some overlap between the results of hard

and soft hammers but, the important, thing is that the prob-

able faT¡ricator that produced a population of artifacbs

can be determíned.

The indirect percussion method of flaking is more
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diffícult to ídent,ify, It involves a percussor striking
a punch which is set on the object,ive piece. This met,hod

generally produces very straight flakes with salient bulbs

of percussion, small platforms and thin terminal ends

(Crabt,ree 1-967bt64) ,

The ident,ificatíon of pressure flakíng is probably

somewhat more subjective. The method involves a tool
beíng pressed against an objective piece with enough force
to fracture it,. This method allows t,he flíntworker to

exercise a great' deal of control over t,he directíon and

size of the fractures he makes. well controlled, finely
patterned flaking, serration, and deep narro.hi notching

are probable indicators of the use of t,he pressure flakine
met,hod ( Bryan Lg6O: 30 ).

fn det,ermíning fabricator type, diffuse bulbs of
force on reletívely straight t,hinly terminating flakes
with rllippedrt ventral platform edges, ir any population

of fl-akes, should be related to the frequency with whích

soft hammers were used to detach the flakes. salient bulbs

of force on curving, irregular, thickly termínating flakes,
in any population of flakes, should be relat,ed to t,he

frequency with which hard hamrners were used to detach flakes.
In other instances, the proport,ion of salient bulbs of
force on relat,ivery straight, t,hinly terminat,ing flakes, in
any population of flakes, should have some bearing on t,he
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frequency with which t,he indirect percussion method was

utilized. Finally, well controlled, accurately pat,terned

flaking, serrat,i-on, and deep narrow notching are probable

indicators of the use of the pressure flakíng met,hod. All
of the flaking t,echniques produce flakes with a range of
att,ributes which overlap each other. This is why t,he

techníque which produced a given flake may not be determin-

able but the technique which produced a given populat,ion of
flakes may be ascertained.

Cortex Removal. The natural surface of a piece of
raw material is often riddled wít,h small fractures, abra-

síons and ot,her f1aws, These imperfections weaken the
surface area and make it, diffícurt to detach controlled
flakes from it. Before such controlled flaking can begin,

theréfore, this original surface or cortex must be removed.

Flakes struck off during the beginning of the

manufacturíng sequence should logically have larger
cortex remnants on their outer or ltdorsallr surfaces t,han

flakes struck off later. This would not arways be true
of every flake, but should be true of populatíons of
flakes. The arnount of cortex on any objectíve piece should

b", to a certain degree, in direct relat,ion to t,he extent
it, has undergone t,he various processes of manufacture"

This, of course, will vary wíth the variety and source

of t,he raw material. The area or remnant cortex on anv
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objective piece or other debris can therefore be a use-

ful instrument to measure the ext'ent of manufacture.

Loneitudinal and Transverse Section Reduction.

Certainly fundamental in stone tool manufacture is the

reduct,ion of mass of an objective piece as it is shaped

ínto the desired form. Mass should therefore be a particu-

Iar1y ínstructive att,ribut,e when groups of object,ive pieces

are compared.

The mass of an objective píece should logically be

related to its state of manufacture, the intended finished

product, and the nature of the original source material.

Populations of objective pieces of the same materíal should

1ogical1y show a progressive mass reduction along a line

or línestoward finished forms.

0f central importance in mass reduction is t,he

necessity to reduce a piece of material to the desired

longitudinal and transverse sections, Muto (t9ltt7O)

states t,hat this process of thinning

. requires that a maximum amount of material
be removed from the cross-section of t,he piece
with a mi-nimum reduction ín the overall length
and width.

If it is true that reduction in overall length and

width is generally kept t,o a mínimum, the thickness would

seem to be a key attribut,e. The thickness, in relation

to the wídt,h and total mass. should indicate the state of
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manufactu.re of populations of similar object'ive pieces.

This can be found by first dividing the width into t'he

thickness. This gives what percent the thickness is of

the width. These figures can then be plotted graphically

by using the horizontaL axis for the thickness-width

figure and the vertical axis for the mass figure. I{hen

a large populat,ion of símilar objective pieces are plott'ed

in t,his way t they should f all along the line or lines of

production.

The flakes detached from a bifacial objective

piece during t,he process of section reduction exhibit a

numÏ:er of characterístic attributes. These flakes, re-

ferred to as ttthinning flakestl, are usually curved, wi-th

platforms which are often segments of biface edges. They

have dorsal surfaces which often show flake scars re-

sultíng from thinning flakes being removed from t,he opposite

margin as well as from the same margin, Their platforms

are often ground on the dorsal edge and are often pre-

pared by a series of bevelling flakes (tututo L97tt70).

flakes,

extent

seems probable that, t,he occLlrrence of thínning

populations of flakes, is a measure of the

which the process of thinning was pract,iced.

Shag!¿9. Eslee Sharpeninq¿ and Hafting. The

operations which can be thought of as the finishing

touches in stone tool manufacbure are securing t,he outline,

II

in

to
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edge sharpening, and haftit g. These operatíons are

also identifíable attributes and their presence should

generally i-ndicate a finished too1. on many tools the
finished out,line is symmetricaJ- and the edge sharpening

process has removed all prepared platform remnants.

In regard to the last, operation, Binford and

Papworth (L965:Ll4) have stated that
the dominant factor involved in haftíng points
of all kinds is t,he material selected for thehaft. The width of the shaft or handle dictates
the necessary width between the notches, otherwise
the lashíng attachment will símply not be secure
or durable. Not,ching would seem, in most cases.to be the final step in the prepâration of the
tool and was accomplíshed as the tool was mountedfor use.

rt' should be noted that Bínford and papworth were

speaking in terms of populations of artifacts. Occassional

individual artifacts could well have been provided with a

haft'íng mechanísm before the other processes of manufacture

were completed.

Tool Use. The final element in tool productíon is,
of course, the use of the t,ool to perform t,he t,ask for
which it was intended. semenov (tg6+) has intensively
studied wear on Pareolíthic tools, and in his studies,
ttrubbíng or políshing was adopted as a basic criterion of
wear on a flint toolr? (L)64:3) . Caution, however, must be

exercised in accepting this attribute as evidence thac
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t,he tool has been used. Such polishing could result during

manuf acture of t,he implement, tr{ear then can onl}¡ be ten-

t,atívely identified on some artifacts with this attribute.

rf it is possible to identify some consistencies in

polishing or rubbing on specific types of implements, t,he

likelihood of identifying the agent from which it has

resulted is certainly much greater.

Summarl¡. The general processes of stone tool

manufacture would appear to be marked by the following

attributes: material varíety, geographical and geological

occurrence of raw materi-a1-, presence of thermally altered

specimens, character of the cortex covering, areaof cortex

covering, lipped flakes, flakes with diffuse bulbs of

force, flakes with salient bulbs of force, manner of flake

termination, thickness in relation to the width and mass

of objective pieces, outline of objective pieces, sharpness

of the edges on objective pieces, r,rlell controlled and

accurately patterned fl.aking, serration, deep narrow

notching, and the presence of a hafting mechanism on

object,ive pieces.

Use of

from polishing

the

or

implements may be inferred tentatively

rubbing on edges.

Using bhese attributes, it should be possíble to

interrelate an assemblase of stone artifacts and to
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conceptlralize the manufacturing processes that produced

them. It should also be possíble to test the adequacy

and usefulness of the generalized sequence of stone tool

manufacture outlined in this paper.

T,{XONOMIC PROCEDURES

The i-dentification and measurement of attributes

of technological significance followed specific procedures.

These procedures with whích the att'ributes were quantified,

however, did not go beyond macroscopic examination.

The ident,ification of the material or rock types

in the art,ífact sample presented a number of difficulties.

These difficulties are ín no small way due to the dis-

agreement among geologists and minerologists as to the

definition and identification of certain rocks and minerals.

This confusion is reflected ín the myriàd of vague terms

used by archaeologists in desøribing the specific materíals

of which lithic artifacts are made. These vague terms

are particularly numerous when archaeologists attempt to

separate different varieties of t'he same type of material,

such as chert (Bllis 1965:1).

In the literature pertaining to Louisiana archaeology,

one looks in vain for analytical analyses of rocks and

minerals in relat,ion to lithic artif acts " The i-dentif icatíon

of the types of stone is assumed to be a rrcommon knowledgetl
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procedure. However, no extensive minerological studíes

have been initiated to validate this rrcommon knowledge

systemtt of material type identification. The material

classification presented in various publications on

Louisiana archaeology ("f., Ford and l{ebb L956, and

Gagliano L967 ) are therefore some what suspicious. ft

is for this reason t,hat only general parameters are used

here f or t,he designa'bion of types of stone. Specíf ic

variety and source classifications must await comparative

minerological studies.

Four types of stone are here defined for t'he

purposes of t,he present study. These types of stone

ínclude: chert, novaculíte, petrifi-ed palm wood, and

quartzite.

Chgqt is a cryptocrystalline or fine variety of

quartz which issemi-translucent to opaque. The surface

texture is smooth and cotrors include bror,vn, gray: black,

white, olive and pink. Chert occurs in beds in limestone

deposits and as nodules in alluvial deposit,s. In Louisíana

it occurs in large quantities in Pleistocene alIuvial

deposits as gravel sized nodules. Chert breaks with a

concoidal fracture, and the edges of the flakes are

generally sharp (Welch L942265-7O , Crabtree tg67a:15).

Novaculite is a fine-gr'ained varLety of chert which
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has a smoot,h to greasy texture. This stone is conrmon co

the Oucahita Mountains of Arkansas and oklahoma and

occurs in a variet,y of colors, íncludíng whit,e, yellowish
or b1uísh whit,e, pi_nk, red, and blaek (Holmes TgLg:2OO,

schneider L967:LL) " Novaculit,e breaks with a concoidal
fract,ure and the edges of the flakes are generally sharp
(Crabt,ree Lg67 a:l-l-Z) .

Petrified palm wood is common to central Louisiana
and is known as an organic replacement. These replacements

were formed by silica firling voids left by decomposing

organic material. The replacements take on some of the
asepcts of the vascular system of t,he palm wood (crabtree
L967a:13). Pet,rifíed palm wood is most often opaque with
a smooth to granular texture. rt ís often gray to whit,e

in color with.whíte streaks runníng t,hrough it. ft,
generally breaks with a concoidal fracture, but inclusions
and clevages make it difficult, to work. This stone is
found scattered over the Louisiana uplands of Miocene ase.

O,uartzite- is a st,rongly metamorphosed sandstone,

composed of welded quar1¿z grains. IrMost quart,zites are

white or light gray: but minor amounts of finely disseminated
particles of íron oxide minerals . can impart, a wide

range of eolorstt (Spock Lg53:248). Quartzite r?" has

the qualíty of breaking to a very coarse granular edge

. fanaleraking t,echniques are limited to percussion'
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(Crabtree L96Ta:11).

Finished projectile points are defined in thís
study as generally bifacially flaked art,ifacts with pointed
distal ends, many times a haftíng element at the proximal
end, and a sharp edged blade between the dísta1 end and

the hafting element. The function of projeet,ile poinrs
is here considered that of facilitating penetration of
spear, dart, or arrow shaf t,s. Art,if acts similar in f orm

to projectile poínts, which show signs of being used for
some purpose other than penet,ration were not classífied
as projectile poínts. For example, a bifaci_ally flaked
artifact with a pointed dist,al end, a haft,ing element on
its proximal end, a sharp edged blade between the distal
end and the hafting element and concoidar fracturing,
crushing and polishing arong the edges of the blade (indi_
cat'ing wear from cutting)would be classified as a knife.

The manufacturing continuum of projectíle points
from pieces of raw material are arbit,rarily divided inco
five parts. These parts include unaltered raw niaterial,
primary rough-outs, secondary bifaces, tertiary bifaces,
and finished projectile points (nigure 9B). The use of
t'he terms ??blank'? and rrpreformri have, in the past, been
used for such a dívision. rn order to avoid confusion,
these terrns have not been used in t,his paper.

Unaltered raw materíaL is defined as pieces of
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rough,-outs are dist,inguished by rounded cortex covered

corners, an asymmet,rical outline and relatively few, but
randomly st,ruck flakes removed from them. rn other words,

they are pebbles which have had a few flakes det,ached from

their surfaces.

The term biface is defíned in this paper as any

artifact that, has been flaked on two opposite surfaces.
A secg.lndary biface has had the rounded cortex covered

edges inherited from the original piece of raw material
removed. rt' is irregularly flaked on bot,h sídes and is
asymmetrical in outline. A tgqtiarv_b:Lfaçq is defíned as

a regularly flaked biface with a symmetrical outline. rt
is distínguishable from finished projectile points because

it has no haft,íng element, and retains platforms on its
blade edges which render them dul1.

Flakes are classifíed into types on the basis of
how much cortex remained on their dorsal (outer) surfaces.
cortex coverage was determined by laying t,he artifacts on

a piece of graph paper and estimating coverage visually.
Prir'rar¡¡ flakes have t,heir dorsal surfaces completely covered

with cortex; secgndarv flakes. have more than S0% of their
dorsal surfaces covered with cortex; tert,iary flakes have

less than $o/"rbub not more than o%, cortex on their dorsal
surfaces; and noncortex frakes are those wit,h no cortex on
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their dorsal surf aces at all. Thin{t,ug_f 1.4k9-E at d

outreoasse flakes are distinguished by addit'ional char-

acteristics indicating t,hat, they were detached from a

bifacial objective piece (see Appendix A). These char-

acteristics include a curved longítudinal section, a

platform which is often a segment of an edge showing bi-

facial work, a dorsal surface which often shows flake

scars resulting from thinning flakes being removed from

the same margin as well as from the opposite margin and

platforms whích are often prepared by a series of bevelling

flakes. Outrepasse flakes are thinning flakes which have

termínated by taking off bhe opposite margi-n of the

objective piece.

This classificatlon of flakes is patterned after

that devised by Buey (L97L), Although there are other

vrays of classifying flakes (cf ., \dj-lmsen L97O, Fitting

Lg66), the typology presented in the present st'udy is

thoughbto conform best to the purposes of the analysis.

A blade has been defined by Bordes and Crabtree

(1969:1) as

a specialized elongated flake with paralIel to
sub-parallel lateral edges; its length equal to
at least twice its width. Cross or transverse
section may be either plano-corìvex, tríangular,
subtriangular, rectangular, often trapezoidal,
and on the dorsal face, one or more longítudinal
crests or ridges. 0n the dorsal side of the blade
there should be two or more scars of previously
removed blades with force lines and compression
rings indicating t,hat force was applied in the
same direction as blade detachment"
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Bucy (1971:80) has modified t,he last, sentence ín this

definition to read 1r. with force lines and compression

rings indicating that, force l{as applíed in a direction
paralleling blade detachmentl?.

Everywhere, lrlongít,udinaltt denotes the lengt,hwise

dimension, normally the direction of greatest measurenent.

on bifacial implements it, is the dimension from típ to
base and is referred to as the l-ength. trTransverserl denotes

the crosswj-se dimension or the direction/plane 9oo opposed

to the longitudinal. 0n bifacial implement,s the greatest

dimension transverse to the longitudinal, between the two

longitudinal edges of the biface, is considered the widt,h.

The great,est dimension perpendicular to the wídth and t,he

length, between the surfaces of the bifacial implement,

is considered the thickness.



V THE CH]PPED STONE INDUSTRIES

PROgESSES gF U,ANUFAçTUBE REPRESENTED TN THE STUDY SAMPLE

The artifact, sample from t,he Calcasieu Ridge Sít,e

exhj-bit,s a number of characteristics of the generalized

sequence of chipped stone implement manufacture outlined

ín the previous chap'ber. The analysis of these character-

istics is hampered by two factors. First, the sample is

a mixture of a number of different assemblages of different

ages. Second, the sample is a biased (nonrandom) collection

of arÒifacts, most of which cannot be demonstrated to have

been originalþmade or deposit,ed at the Calcasieu Ridge Site"

These factors prevent the writ,er from relat,íng time

period(s) with ident,ifiable manufacturing characteristics

in the sample. It is for these reasons that, stat,istical

procedures (discussed in Appendix B) are employed in this

chapter to express the frequency of occurrence of certain

manufact,uring characteristics only in t,he collection under

study. It is not intended that, these f requencies be in,cer-

preted as necessarily represerì.t,ing t,he site as a who1e.

Malerial*plocurmgnt. Four types of stone v¡ere dís-

tinguished in the collection under study. These materials

íncluded chert, quartzíte, petrified palm wood, and nova-

culite.

-59
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The ckrert was derived from sma1l pebbles vüith

smooth water worn surfaces. This variety of chert is

found in the Pleistocene terrace gravel beds in Louisíana"

It, is often brown, but a number of other colors have been

noted. Its texture also varies widely from smooth to

granular. Some chert nodules in these gravels are as

large as six inches in length, but most are much less.

There are Pleistocene terrace remnants (part of

the i{illiana formation) near the study site. These terrace

remnants are, however, composed only of sílts and sands

(I,Íelch L942:65-7O). Exposed gravel beds are located in

southern Vernon Parish, approximately 10 to 15 miles

south of the study site. The coIor, texture, síze, and

character of t,he cortex or weathered surface of t,he chert

in the study collection is similar to these gravels. It

seems reasonable to suspect, therefore, that the majority

of the chert in the sample came from these gravel deposits.

Sma11 quantitie s of both petrified palm wood

and quartzite v¡ere noted in the study collection which

are probably of local origin. Their occurrence has been

not,ed by geologists to be scattered over the hílls and

in the terraces of Louisiana (I,{elch L942, I{oodward and

Gueno l-94l-).

Novaculite, a rather distínctive form of chert,

T{as also found to be present in the study sample. It
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novaculite is ín Arkansas

and southeastern Oklahoma, some lj0 or more miles north

of the site under st,udy ( Schneider 1967:1-1) . This is
suggest,ive of a trade network and/or a migratory way of

life for t,he prehíst,oric populations that frequented the

Calcasieu Ridee Area"

Chert, makes up 97,73% of the material in the flake
sample. Quartzít,e makes up O.89%, while pet,rified palm

wood and novaculite each account for O.69%. This is not

unusual for the utilizat,ion of chert for chipped stone

implement manufacture is typical in Louisiana sites (Ford

and Webb L956:5L-2, Gagliano L967t73-6). This is undoubt,edly

due to it,s general availability.

Table IV presents the observed and expected frequencies

of occurrence of the four recognized stone materials in five
flake types. The chi-square values of these frequencies

(see Appendix B for an explanation of the chi-square t,est)

are also presented in this table. The values found for
chert and quartzite are faírly 1ow. From this it, can be

concluded that there is a random distribution of these

material types among flake types.

On the other hand, high chi-square values r,rrere

found for petrified palm wood and novaculite. These higher

values e¡<ceed the "001 probability 1eve1. They show that

of
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thereisanonrandomdistributionofpetrifiedpalmwood

andnovaculiteamongthefla.ketypesandthatthesevalues

would very rarely occur sinrply by chance'

Itisnotablethattherearefewerpetrifiedpalm

wood and rovaculit,e primary, secondary, and tertiary cortex

flakes than expected. There are more noncortex and thinning

flakesmadefrompetrifiedpalmwoodandnovaculitethan

expected. This distributíon could have come about as a

resultofthesematerialsbeingbroughttotheCalcasieu

Rídge ãrea in the form of near:Iy finíshed implements ' chert

and quartzite havíng hígh numbers (relative to their totals)

of cortex flakes, inlere probably brought to or near the area

understudyinnodularorrough-outforms.fnt'hislight

itisinterestingtonotethatalloftherough-outsand

bifacesinthest.udysamplearemadefromchert.Only

finished forms r^rere made from quartzite (one), pet'rified

palm wood (one), and novaculite (tfrree) ' Care should be

taken in concluding too much from the data presented in

Table IV. The samples of material other than chert are

extremely small and a larger sample might change the

picture considerablY.

A characteristic comrnon to all 0f the materials is

the small size of the pieces available in Louisiana. The

ut.;l!ízation of small pieces of raw material places res-

traints on stonev¡orkers. The size of the original piece
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of raw material can be seen as a limiting factor on the

size of the finished implement. Raw material size could

also conceivably affect the processes employed in working

the materiaL. These restraints are quite evident in the

artifacts recovered from archaeological sites in Louisiana.

For example, Gagliano and Gregory (fq05:66-8) note that,

Clovís projectile points in Louisíana which are made from

local chert gravels trtend to be shorter in lengthll than

those made from materíals from outside the state. A

number of effects of small raw material size on the

constitution of the collection under analysis will be

pointed out j-n this discussion.

A large portion of t,he stone materíal in the

colJ-ection under study exhibit,s characteristics of t,hermal

alteration (i.e., cracked, crazed, pot lid f'ractured slrr-

faces which show signs of color and texture changes).

Thermal alteration has never before been reported from

Louisiana. rlBurned flakestt have however, been reported

from a number of sites in neighboring Texas (Hest,er L97L:

113 ). These flakes are apparently viewed as result,ing from

accidental bu-rning by a camp fire or a prairie fire.

In the sample under study 3L"6% of the flakes

exhibit signs of thermal alteration. The percentage of

thermal altered objective pieces (i.e. rough-outs, bífaces,

and projectile point,s) i" only 7.3% or 6 out of, t,he tot,al
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of 82 " Four of these objective pieces are secondary

bif aces and two are pro ject,ile points.

Crabtree (in Crabtree and Butler L964:3) has not,ed

that Itspa11s, or spall- cores, and thínned down blanks are

more efficiently heat treated than thick chunks or nodules

. tf If this is so, si.gns of heat treatment should be

more typical of noncortex and thinning flakes which are

associated wit,h t,he later phases of manufacture. It is
interesting that, t,he available ethnographic evidence

provides independent support for crabtreers observations
(see Hester Lg7Zt63-4) .

Table V presents the expected and observed frequencies

of t,hermal alteration ín five flake types in the study sample.

These frequencies yield a fairly low chi-square value of 4"g.
Ì^/ith 4 degrees of freedom t,he probabílity level- is only
slightly greater than .30. A null hypothesis that thermal

alteration will be nonrandomly associated with noncortex

and thinning flakes is therefore reject,ed. If Crabt,ree

is correct in assuming t,hat purposeful thermal alteratíon
r4ras applied ín the final phase of manufacture, the distri-
bution of, thermal alteration characteristics among the
flake types in t,he st,udy sample suggests an accident,al

origin for the characteristics, such as forest fire,

Fabrigatgr selection. fn the sarnple 74.9% of the
flakes have a tÎliptl on the ventral (ínside) edge of t,heir
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platforms. 0n1y O.54% of t,he flakes in the study sample

have salient, bulbs of force. Large platforms and thin

terminal ends are also typícal of these flakes. These

percentages are evidence that a soft, billet (such as one

made of antler) was used in the direct percussion production

of these flakes.

Tâble V presents t,he expected and observed fre-

quencies of lipped platforms and flakes with salient

bulbs of force in five flake types. The chí-square values

for these frequencies were 8.01 for t,he distríbutíon of

lipped platforms and 1.53 for the distributíon of salient

bulbs of f orce. i^Iith f our degrees of freedom the first

value exceeds only the .10 level of probability while the

second value exceeds only the .90 level of probability.

These values tend to reject a proposition of any major

exclusive distr'íbution of these att,ril¡utes among the

flake types. From this it can be concluded that soft
billets were used throughout the manufacturíng sequence.

The flakes with salient bulbs of force could represent

either an occasional overly forceful soft billet blow

or the infrequent use of a hard hammer.

There is evidence that pressure flaking was used

to produce portions of the s:a.mple under study" Projectile
poínts in the sample which have serrations, deep narrow

notches, and f,inely patterned flake scars were very likely
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pressure flaked. Such proiectile points make up 33,3%

of the total proiectile point sample and have a wide

range of chronological relat,ionships. The distríbution

of pressure flaked projectile points according to prob-

able chronological relationship is presented in Table

Vf. The sample is not large enough to be tested statis-

tical1-y, but, it is evident that t,his attribute is dist,ri-

buted falrLy consistently according to tíme period af-

f iliation, at least in t,he sample at hand.

The use of the soft billet' and pressure techniques

provide a good deal of control over t,he size and t'hickness

of the flakes that are detached from a piece of material.

Such control is a necessity when dealing wíth small pieces

of stone. It seems likely that the preference for these

techniques, shown in the study sample, resulted in part

from the use of smal1 pieces of raw material.

Cortex remov-aI" The initial manufacturing process

of cortex removal is represented in the study sample

by the occurrence of quantities of primary cortex flakes

and a number of chert, object,ive pieces (i.e. rough-outs,

bifaces, and projectile points) " By plotting the ob-

jective pieces on a graph, by weight and by what percent-

age the thickness is of t,he width of each piece, the

cortex removal process can be graphically presented

(Figure 10). Contours indicating what percentage of
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cortex remains on the objective piece can be drawn t,hrough

such a graph. This graphic presentation shows a progres-

sion from cortex covered rough-outs to cortex free pro-

jectile points.

Table VII presents the expected and observed cortex

coverage frequencies among the four types of objectíve

pieces. The chi-square values derived from these frequen-

cies confirm the general impression which Figure 10 imparts.

The dist,ribution of the observed primary rough-outs, sec-

ondary bifaces, and projectile points yield chi-square

values greaterthan the .001 probabilit,y 1evel. These

values express a clear nonrandom distribution of these

types of objective pieces with reference to cortex cover.

An examination of Table vrr also strows that, these artifacts

cluster in groups relatively exclusive of one another.

The observed frequencies of cortex coverage on

tert,íary bifaces produced a rather 1ow chi-square value

in comparison with the other three types. Thj-s 1ow value,

which has a somewhat greater 1evel of probability than

.20, expresses a good deal of overlap with secondary

bifaces and projectile points. As no tertiary bifaces

were found vdt,h more than 25% cortex coverage, the low

chi-square value can also be seen as a dístortion caused

by the smal1 síze of t,he sample being analysed . In any

case, the dist,ribution of the tertiary bifaces is
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congruent with the trend seen in the other three types

(i.e. the trend from cortex covered to cortex free).

It is important to note t,hat Figure 10 and Table

VII present only lrcorerr objective pieces, as opposed to
?1f lakelt objective pieces. In other words, the object,ive

pieces in the graph were derived from entíre nodules

instead of flakes. Thís was done because only a very

small quantity of flake bifaces (three) and flake projectile

points (one) were found in the sample"

Most of the bifacial implements in the study

collect,ion vrere manuf actured from entire nodules. The

absence of any cores from wtrich flakes of suffícient size

could be derived to produce implements such as projectile

points supports this observation.

The size of t,he origínal raw materíaL very likely

has had a marked effect on this preference to make lrs6ssrr

implement,s. The quantitiès of unifacially flaked llflakel?

implements in the study sarnple vrere probably derived

largely from the debrís resulting from the manufacture

of the lrcoret? implements. The blades in the study sample

are an exception to this general trend. They vrere driven

from small special cores" Function undoubtedly had a

significant bearíng on the general small size of t,hese

blades, but here again the síze of t,he raw materíal 6j ohÈ

also have had some effect.
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Section reduct,ion. The reduction of the chert

gravel raw material into the desired bifacial implements

can be graphically represented by plottíng the bifacial

objective pieces in the study sample by weight and by

what percentage the thickness is of t,he width of each

piece. Such a graphic represerì.tation is presented in

Figure 11. Tncluded in this graph are primary rough-

outs, secondary bifaces, tertiary bifaces, projectile

points, and a síngle haf t,ed knif e.

The expected and observed frequencies of weights

and percentages of thickness in relation to width of

objective pieces are presented ín Tables VrII and IX"

The chi-square values derived from the distribution

of objective pieces according to weight, all exceed the

.001 level of probability. The four t,ypes of objective

pieces also show a noticeable degree of excl_usive dístrí-

bution according to weight, Thís exclusive distribution

shows a trend from heavier to líghter (í.e., flrom heavy

primary rough-out,s to progressively lighter secondary

bifaces, tert,iary bifaces, and projectile points).

The chi-square values for the observed and expected

frequencies of thickness in relation t,o wídth percentages

in objective pieces are presented in Table IX. The chi-

square values of these frequencies show a greater variatíon

of thickness in relation to width than is true of the weight,
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Only the value obtained for proiectile points exceeds the

.001 level of probability. The values derived for the

dist,ributíon of thíckness in relation to rlrl-idth percentages

in primary rough-outs and secondary bifaces exceeded the

.10 leve1 of probability, but t,he value for tertiary bi-

faces only exceeded the .90 level. There is in Table TX

another noticeable trend from larger to smaller percentages

of thickness in relation to width. The primary rough-outs

had the larger percentages and secondary bifaces, tertiary

bifaces and projectile points had progressj-vely smaller

percentages. The chi-square values indicate, however,

t,hat the reduction of thickness is not a uniform process.

one of t,he main reasons for this lack of uniformity

is the variability in the shape of the original nodule

Some nodules simply require more thinning than others. It,

ís evident by t,he high chi-square values for the weights

and thicknesses of projectile points that whatever the

shape of t,he original nodule, the form of the finished

implement t,ended to be similar. 't¡fhereas the chi-square

vålues for the weights of the objective píeces illustrates

the sequence of manufacture, t,he thickness values illus-

trate the variabilit'y in this sequence.

So far in t,hís discussion rough-outs, bifaces and

projectile points have been treated as separate t'ypes.

However, it should be remembered that in the previous
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chapter it was emphasized that the manufacturing of

chipped stone implements is a continuum from raw material
to finished product. rt will also be recalled t,hat rough-

outs, bifaces and fíníshed projectile points are arbitrary
divisions (types) of t,his continuum. These divisions were

made to examine the manufacturing techniques used to pro-
duce the finished art,ifacts and were defíned wíth t,he aid
of a previously construct,ed trpattern of at,tributes. 11

Wít,h t,his ín mind it seems useful to test the sig_

nificance of the relat,ionship of the two variables (weight

and thickness) j-n Fígure 11 for all of the objective
pieces together (í.e., treating primary rough-outs, secondary

bifaces, tert,iary bifaces, and projectile points as a single
population of art,ifact,s)

The analysis of the correlation between weight and

thickness in objectíve pieces can be accomplished with
rrps¿rsenis product moment correlati-on coeff iciènt ?r (see

1'ppendix B). on a scale from -1 to *1, this statist,ical
procedure provides the mean of the variat,ion,.:of both vari-
ables. From t,his mean a regression line can be det,ermined

for the graphed object,ive pieces, illustrating the directions
and rates of changes common to the variables (Mueller and

Schuessler L96LzZfOff,, Moroney LgSZff.) 
"

The relationship between the two variables was

found to equal +.7L839 (Table xr). !üith eighty degrees of
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freedom this value far exceeds the .01 leve1 of probability
and, a,s z,ero is the point at which ther:e is no relationship,
the value obtained is a relatively high degree of positive
corcelation. The exact method by which this value was

obtained is outlined in Appendix B and Table xr. rn Figure

L2 a regression line is plotted on a graph which shows the
posiÖion of all the chert object,ive pieces under analysis.
on each side of the regression line are dashed rines
showíng the location of three rrstandard errors of est,imatelr 

"

These lines are located at plus or minus 27.s3% of the

value of the regression 1ine. Approximatel-y TO% of the
objeetive pieces in the study sample fall between the
errors of estimate.

The coefficient obtained for the relationship
bet'ween weight and thickness variations plus the previously
ment,ioned cortex coverage trend (see Figure 10 and Table

vrr) demonstrate the impossibility of viewing the processe,s

of cortex removal and section reduction as separate its'bages?r

of manufacture. These manufacturing processes are closely
interrelated and one cannot, be discussed without the

considerabion of the other.

The weight and thi-ckness of tkre singre haft,ed knife
in the artifact sample is suspiciously similar to t,hose of
finished projectile points (nigure 11), There is no reason

t'o believe t,hat this knife was not manufactured by the same
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processes as the projectile points in the sample. If this

is actually the case, then some of the primary rough-outs,

secondary bifaces, and tertiary bifaces in t,he study sample

may have been intended to be processed into implements

other than projectile points. The analysis of more exten-

sive collections with known proveniences from west-central

Louísiana will help resolve this problem. For present

purposes, the rough-outs and bifaces are viewed as elements

in the production sequence of bot,h projectile points and

knives.

Finishine, The at,tribut,es which are considered ín
t,his paper to be marks of finished artífacts are: sharp

edges, a generally regular outlíne, and in some cases a

hafting mechanism. Art,ifacts classified as projectj-le

points or knives generally exhibit, one or all of t,he

fínishing attributes and are considered in this paper

to be completed implements.

Figure 13 shows the díst,ribution of t,he chert
projecti-le points in the study sample which have identifi-
able chronological affinities. The dist,ribution of these

projectile points is interesting because of t,he exclusive

distribution of projectíle points with different, chrono-

logical affinities. It is unfortunate that the groups of
projectile points with such affinitíes other than with
Late Archaj-c and Early l{oodland are too sma1l to be tested
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The variation of the weieht and thickness

of the projectile points over time might be related to

changes in manufacturing techniques. The isolation of

desired forms of finished implements could, therefore,

facilitate the identification of technological changes.

It is significant that one Gray projectile point

is shown (Figure 13) perceptibly heavier than the other

Late Arch.aLc/Early \doodland projectile points. An exam-

ination of this point shows t'hat the transverse section

near t,he tip is quite thick and the edge of the projectile

point has been left, unsharpened. Contrary to what is

thought to be the normal sequence (see Chapter III and Bin-

ford and Papworth L963:LLQ), this point "h¡as provided with

a hafting mechanism before the processes of thinning and

edge sharpening vrere complete. This, however, does not

appear to be t,he norn, in view of the well thinned tertiary

bifaces in the sample. Two of these tertiary bifaces have

a single notch in their bases,

The finishing of unifacial implements made on flakes

(flake side scrapers, retouched flakes, flake end scrapers,

and some drills) involved the retouch, by eit'her direct

percussion or pressure flaking, of the edge of the flake

to sharpen, straighten, and st,rengthen it. In most cases

it appears t,hat these flakes r{ere salvaged from t,he debris

resulting from the manufacture of bifacial implements. The
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sharpeníng, st,raightening, and strengt,hening process is
generally the only purposeful alterations of the flakes,

The finíshing of t,he blades in the study sample

actually involves their whole manufacturing process, be-

cause t'he blades came of f a core as a f íni-shed tool. rn
some cases blades are retouched along an edge, but others
are used in an unmodified form.

The blades in t,he study sample r^rere detached from

a variety of cores. conical, unifacial, and irregular
cores are present in the meager blade core sample (totaling
four). Both unprepared and prepared platforms are evident,.

The varíety of cores and techníques shows consj_derable

latit'ude in the means whereby stone workers at, the sice
produced blades.

The blades are quite straight, and have lipped ventral
platform edges. The pratforms are narrow and occasionally
have a good deal of hínge fracturing below their dorsal
edges. rt is difficult from t,he smal1 sample at hand to
determine the manufacturing technique of these blades.
similar blades can be produced wit,h a soft hammer, when

the core is supported on wood or some other soft, material
(crabtree LgTz:personal communicatíon). Formal analyses of
the blades from Louisiana have not yet been undertaken,
however, and experimental replícatíon has not been extensive.
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until further studies are concluded, the technique used

in manufact,uring the blades from Louisiana will remain

in questi-on.

Use. Polishíng, fracturing, and crushing along

an edge of a chipped stone implement are considered

in this analysis as prime indicat,ors of wear. These

at,t,ributes have been examined with the naked eye or
rrmacroscopicallylt. Alt,hough Semenov (L964) has shown

the value of microscopic analysis of r{ear, MacDonald and

sanger (1968) have pointed out that quite large samples

are needed to find even a sma1l number of worn artifacts
which reveal anything under the microscope. Lacking both
the large sample and the microscoipic equipment, the author
has confined this analysis t,o the notation of the presence

or absence of the three characterístics of wear listed
above.

Polishing, fracturing, and crushíng along an edge

was noted on 97% of tlne artifacts classified as scrapers,
retouched flakes and knives in this study or 34 out of
35 specimens.

\filmsen (l9TO:JO*d) nas noted that the angle of
the worn edge of scrapers from paleo-rndian sii;es clust,er
in three groupsz 260-95o, 46a -550, and 660-75o, He

suspects that, this distribution reflects different uses

or functions of the implements (luilmsen LgTozTo). Edge
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angles are defined as llthe angle between the ventral and

dorsal surfaces of an artifact at those positions where

either ret,ouch or use scars are presentir (Wilmsen 1968:

38). The angles on the scrapers in the study sample

urere measured on a polar co-ordinate graph in the same

manner ÏIilmsen measured Paleo-fndian scraper edge angles

(See lvilmsen L97Oz2L) .

Table X presents the distributíon of edge angles

among the scrapers, retouched flakes and knife in the

study sample. The three largest clusters of edge angles

in the sample do not correspond to the three observed

by l{ilmsen. They are in each case a value above I{ilmsenfs.

This may be due to differences in material type or diffe-

rences ín intended use. The distribution nevertheless

is significant in that it shows a clear nonrandom clustering

of edge angles which probably reflects different uses of

the scrapers. The chi-square test was applied to the ex-

pected and observed frequencíes of edge angles and is

presented in Table X. The resulting chi-square value is

well over the .001 level of probability and thus the nu1l

hypothesis that there would be a random distribut,ion of

edge angles is rejected.

trriil-msen (lglt:70-L) ha" suggested t,hat, acute

edge angles are associated with the preparation of hides,

cuttíng meat, and whittling, whíle steeper angles are
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associated with wood working, bone v/orking, and heavy

shredding. \{ilmsen found that the most frequent edge

angles were t,hose between the acute and steep angles

at 460-550 " This suggests to him that ilthis was a

broadly useful at,t'ribute appropriate to a number of

functional applicationsll (\'{ilmsen L97L: 70) . Some of the

possible applications included hide seraping, skinning ,

shredding, wood cutting, and bone cutting.

The largest cluster of edge angles in the study

sample is in t,he 560-65o range. This may indicate t'hat

the optimum working angle was considered slightly steeper

by the stone workers who produced the artifacts under

study.

If it, is correct to associate edge angle with

function, then the scrapers ín the study sample show

that the chipped stone industries which are represented

by t,he artifacts under examination produced implements

for a wide range of activities.

It is significant that no attributes of r^Iear

(i.e., políshing, fracturing, and crushing of edges)

'hrere noted on primary rough-outs, secondary bifaces,

tertiary bifaces and projectile points. The absence of

\4rear on these artifacts stems from the fact that t'he

first three types are ?tunfinishedrl artifacts and the
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fourth was not used for scraping or cutting.

Large numbers of used flakes were noted in the

sample under analysis. They appear to be derived from

waste flakes and were not purposefully altered before

being used. The wear attributes on these flakes include

edge polishing, fracturing, and crushíng. These features

can admittedly be caused accidently by stone workers and

excavators" However, very heavy polishing and fracturing

are present on enough of these artifacts to indicate

that, a good share of them were actually used. The edges

of t,he majority of these used flakes are quite acute and

were therefore probably used for cutting or some sort of

1íght scraping.

If prehistoric stone workers had a preference as

to the selection of certain types of flakes over others,

it is largely undeterminable in the present sample. The

observed and expected frequencies of use on five flake

types is shor,,vn in Table V. The chi-square value of

these frequencies exceeds the .01 level of probabilit¡"

According to these figures there is a slight preference

for secondary, tertiary and noncortex flakes, but there

is no pronounced selectíon of some types with the exclusion

of others.

ft was noted that there was a number (twenty-six)

of used tertíary cortex flakes which had a ltcortex backed
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edgett. That, i", these flakes have an edge opposite the

workíng edge which is a cortex-covered surface 90o opposed

to the working edge.

These cortex backed used flakes are much easier to

handle than flakes with a sharp edge opposite the working

edge. The author suspects that these cortex backed flakes

were at some period purposely selected by stone workers

in the Calcasieu Ridge area. The confirmation of such

speculation must, unfortunat,ely await a more represent,ative

artifact sample.



VI STN,N,{/'RY AND I}{PL]C,{TIONS

SIIÀfl\,{ARY

This study was undertaken to exannine the composition

of a collection of chipped stone art,ifacts from the

Calcasieu Ridee Síte located in west-cent,ral Louisiana.

ft was found that, this collection has a number of

possible chronological relat,ionships and that, these

relationships represent one of the longest and most com-

plete sequences yet excavated in Louisiana. This long

sequence cannot, however, be dírectly translated into a

posit,ive indication that the Calcasj-eu Rídge Site as such

was occupied before the mounds were builù. This is the

case because the earth with which the mounds were construc-

ted may have come from an area some distance frorn the site.

The sequence represented at the site does show, however,

the possible antiquity of the visitation of prehist,oric

populations to west-central Louisiana and gives some idea

of the persistence of this visitation.

The chipped stone índustries represented in the

artifact sample have a number of identifiable characteristics.

Local chert was the major source of raw material. 0n1y

small amounts of quartzite, petrified palm wood, and nova-

culite hrere present in the collectíon. There is a

B1
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scarcity of large pieces of these materials in Louisiana

and this probably had an effect on the manufacturing

processes of chipped stone tools. One of these effects

is a noticeable preference to make 11s6¡sr? tools rather

than 11f1akeÎt too1s.

Also probably related to the small size of the

raw materíaL is t,he preference of the stone r,rlorkers to

u,se soft, bíllets for fabnicators. Such billets provide

a means whereby large thin flakes can be detached from

a piece of material. Compared to other known stone working

techniques, it provides the best means of detaching wide

t,hin flakes from small pieces of raw material. The soft

trillet technique provides, therefore, a better conser-

vation of the small pieces of material than would be

possible with other techniques. This conservation of

material results ín a more efficient expenditure of the

stone workerts time and energy.

A large portion of the stone material in the st'udy

sainple l{as altered by heat, " The evidence , however, does

not appear to support a hypothesis of intent'ional heat

treatmenù on the part of prehist'oric stone workers in t'he

area. Rather it, seems to suggest accidental burning by

some unknown means, possibly forest fire.

The sequerì.ce of manufacture is quite well represented
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in the collection analysed in this paper. Objective

pieces r^rere examined to determine their area of cortex

cover, weight, and their thickness in relation to theír

widt,h. They showed a trend from cortex covered, heavíer

and thicker primary rough-outs to progressively less

cortex covered, lighter and thinner secondary bifaces,

tertiary bifaces, and projectile poínts. These trends

are supported statistically wj-th high chi-square values

and a lrproduct moment coefficienttr of +,7L839. All of

this helps to substant,íate the contention that t'he manu-

facturing sequence is a continuum and not a series of

stages.

It was noted that there was some exclusive dist,ri-

bution of weights and t,hicknesses of project,ile points of

different, chronological affinities. The small size of

these groups of projectile points, however, prevented

subst,antiation of t,his distribution by statistical means.

Finally a high percentage of the scrapers, retouched

flakes, and the síng1e knife in the st,udy sample exhibited

attributes of wear. fn conjunction wit'h this vlear it was

found that the angles of the worn edges were nonrandomly

dist,ríbuted in three major groups. These three groups

very likely reflect the different uses of t,he scrapers,

retouched flakes, and the knife. It, is not known whether

t,he differences between the edge angles of the artifacts
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under study and those reported from Paleo-Indian Sit,es

(Vlilmsen L97O) i" due to differences in material, function,

manufacturing techniques, or all three. The variation of

the edge angles is important nevertheless for it reflects

a wide range of uses for the end products of the chipped

stone industries under analvsis.

TMPLICATIONS

The long sequence uncovered at Calcasieu Ridge

Sit,e provides several pieces of new informa-r-ion to pre-

hist,oríans. The limits of the dist,ribution of Redst,one

Clovis projectile poínts has been greatly extended. As

discussed earlier, this poínt type may be a Middle Paleo-

Indian Period Clovis variant, contemporaneous wit,h Folsom,

Debert, and BuIl Brook Types. As such, its distributíon

may hold invaluable clues to Paleo-fndian patterns of

movement and interact,ion. For t,his reason it seems prof-

itable for archaeologists in Louisiana to continue exca-

vations at the site to determine íf addít,ional specímens

and associated material can be recovered.

The known range ín the distribution of Poverty

Point and,/or Tchefuncte sites has also been extended.

Questions concerning the content of Poverty Point assemb-

lages have arisen loecause of the analysis of t,he collection

from the Calcasieu R.idge Site. The predomínance of
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amorphous clay balls in thís collectíon call into question

earlier statements of its insignificance in Poverty Point'

assemblages. These discrepancies must be related t,o the

general failure by Louisiana archaeologists to sift the

earth t,hey excavate and to the practice of determining

assemblage contents through the examination of relic

hunterts collections. Hopefully better excavation and

sampling met,hods will be instituted in the future.

The intent of the technologícal analysis presented

in this paper was to demonstrate the existence of an

identifíable manufacturíng continuum and the usefulness

of analysing such a continuum. Concomitant'ly a pattern

of att,ributes was formulated with whích t'he manufacturíng

sequence of chipped stone implements can be explored.

The results of this analysis have clear typological

implieations, In the past', elements of a manufacturing

continuum have been treated as separate types of finished

artifacts. For example, it is common for artifacts such

as secondary and tert í.ary bifaces to be considered to

be knives. A sit,e which contains very large nurnbers of

ttþ¡i¡¡sstt will probably be interpreted dífferent'ly from

t,he same site which is thought to contain a large number

of unfinished objective pieces. 0n t'he one hand the

site appears to be an area where tools vlere used and on

the other hand the site appears to be an area where tools
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work shop)

Certainly the best, example of this is the typology

presented for sites locat,ed in Pickwick Basin in Tennessee,

Alabama, and Mississippi (Webb and DeJarnette Lg|Z). Hund-

reds of tÌknivesll v¡ere reported to have been found in layers

which were composed almost entírely of flakes. These

layers l¡¡ere sometimes six inches in thickness. The resemb-

lance bet,wen these ttknivestt and the bifaces identified as

part of the manufacturíng continuum of chípped stone imple-

ment,s in this paper ís st,riking. If these artifacts had

been considered in the framework of chipped stone implement

production, very different interpretat,ions would have come

out of the study of Pickwick Basin. At a minimum, a number

of insights into settlement patterns, resource uti'Lí-zation,

and technological change could have been derived from such

a consideration.

The same is true of most archaeological sites in
Louisiana (e.S. Gagliano L)6126), 75, Fig. 24, e, fi
Ford and Quimby L)Qj:!6, 38, Fig. 9; Ford and Webb 1956:

BS^BZ, Fíg. 27, 2B). No attempt has been madè in
Louisiana previous to the present study to interrelate
the chipped stone artifacts into a production sequence.

If a clear picture of Louisiana prehistory is to be ob-

tained, greater interest must be shown in the inter-
relationship of artifacts. Possibly the present study will
stimulate some interest, in this area.
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APPENDTX A

THE ART]FACT SAMPLE

The artifact sample from the calcasieu Ridge

site included 4733 artifacts. of these artifacts,
Bz4 G7,42/") were objects of cLav, 3 (0 "06%) were object,s
of bone and 3906 (8z,Sz%) were objects of stone. Mound

A contributed 3s4s (70"64%) of the artifacts in the
sample, while Mound B produced 4SS (g.tS%) art,if acts
and Mound C produced 910 (Lg,ZZ%) artifacrs. The t,est
pit designated JJK produced \J (O"gg%) artifacts.
The artifact sample was grouped into 66 types. The strat,i-
graphic dist,ribution of these types is given i-n Table xrr.
The following is a description of each of the types
distinguished in the present study.

PRqJECTTLE POTNTS

Type: Redstone Clovis (FiS " L6rA)

Number of specimens: 1.

Size range: length 5.9cm., width 2.gcm.. thickness
0 "7 cm'

Descriptíon: The blade is triangular in outline
and the edges are slightly excurvate,
This point is fluted in transverse section.
The flutes occur on both si-des and run
from the base to very rìear the tip. The

94



edges of t,he base are gound to about

one-t,hird of the pointts length. A

number of small flakes have been re-
moved to shape the base, whích is deeply

incurvate. The flaking is extremely well
patterned and probably was execut,ed by

the pressure t,echnique.

Mat,erial: Novaculite l "

St,ratigraphic distributj_on: 1 ín 2{M, I.
Comments: This poínt type ís thought, t,o be a

variant of t,he Clovis point type, but, íts
age i-s unknown" The Clovis poínt type
has an estímated time span of 91000 B"C.

Lo 91 500 B"C, Redstone poínts have been

neport,ed from parts of Alabama and Tennessee.

Comparable types:

Cambron and Hulse !964:75_6.

Mason Lg6Zt23g Fig" 4.
Type: Small basally thinned lanceolate (FiS, !6, D-F)

Number of specímens: 3 "

Size range: length 3. 5 ?cm. , widt,h Z.L 2. {cm. .

thickness 0.4 0"5cm.

Description: The blades of these points are

lanceolat,e in outline and lenticular to
fluted in transverse sect,ion. The base

is gener.ally slightly to moderately incurvace,
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Thinning flakes or channel flakes are taken

off one or both sides. The flaking is well

patterned and was probably executed by the

pressure technique.

Material: Chert, 3,

Stratigraphic distri-bution: 1 in JORRTIV; 1 ín 2eN,I;

I in 31NrV.

Comments: These points may be relaöed to early point

bypes such as the Quad poínt and ttI-anceolate

Daltontl. This suggested relationshíp is based

cn their fluted base and lanceolate blade.

These points types may date between 51000 B"C,

bo 81000 B.C. They have been found in many

parts of eastern North Arnerica.

Comparable types:

Gagliano and Gregory L)65:71, Fig. 7.

Redfield L970:101.

Coe L964t54-5, Fig. 56.

Type: Large basally thinned lanceolate (pie" L6C).

Number of specimens: 1.

Size range: length undeterminable, width 2.Bcm.,

thíckness 0.gcm.

Description: The blade ís lanceolate ín outline and

lenticular in transverse section, The broad

base is slightly incurvate. A number of
thinning flakes have been struck off t,he base,
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The flaking is well patterned and may have

been executed by either percussion or pressure

techniques.

Mat,erial: Chert, 1,

Stratigraphic dístribution: 1 in 50MM, fV.

Comments: This point may be relat,ed to early poínt
types such as the Quad point and r?Lanceolate

Daltontt. This suggested relationship is based

on its lanceolate blade and the occurrence of
basal thinning. These point t,ypes date bet-
ween 51000 B.C. to 8r000 B.C" and have been

found in many parts of eastern North America.

Comparable t,ypes:

Redfield L97o:101.

Coe 1964264-5, Fig. 56"

Gagliano and Gregory LÇ6527L, Fig. 7,.
Type: Greenbríer Dalton (FíS. 16, B)

Number of specimens: L.

Size range: length g.6cm., widt,h 2.Tcm., thickness
o '7cm'

Descríption: The blade is triangular in outline with
edges straight to s1ight,1y incurvate. f n

transverse sect,ion this poínt, is rhomboid

because the edges are alternately beveled

very steeply. These edges are slightly
serrated. The shoulders are slight, the
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stem is expanding and the base is deeply

incurvate. The edges of the notches and

t,he base have been ground. The flaking ís
well patterned and was probably execut,ed by

the pressure technique.

Material: Chert L,

St,ratigraphic dist,ribution: 1 in 3 rM, flf .

Comments: This point, type has a time span which

includes the Late Pal-eo-Indian and Early
Archaic Periods about 61000 B,C" to 71000

B,C. These points have a wide distribution
in the southeast, United States.

Comparable types:

Cambron and Hulse L964:29-30.

DeJarnette, Kurjack and Cambron 1962:BZ, Fig" 47"

Redfield LgTO:101.

Type: San Patrice (hope) (nig. L6rJ-K)

Number of specimens: 2.

Sj-ze rânge: length Z,g - 3.5cm., width 2.0 2.!cm",
thickness 0,5 0,6cm.

Description: The blades of these points are triangular
in outline with straight edges. These points
are lenticular ín transverse section. Their
shoulders are slight and their stems are

expanding. Their bases are deeply incurvace

and one specimen has had its basal edge ground.
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Basal thinning flakes have been removed on

one side of both specimens. The flaking is
irregular to well patterned and was probably

executed by percussion and pressure techníques.

Mat,erial: Chert 2.

Strat,igraphic dist,ribution: 1 in 2!M.IV; 1 in 5lNNrIf .

Comments: The time range of these point,s is thought

bo be about 61000 B.C. to 5,000 B.C. and

possibly later. Their occurrence has been

neported in parts of Louísiana and Texas.

Comparable types:

I,febb L948:L3-7, P1. 1.

Suhm and Jelks 19622243 P1. l2Z.

Bell 1ÇJB: 84, Pl, 42.

Duffield L963z9L-3

Gaglíano L967263, Fig. 23t B.

lfebb, Shiner and Roberts l97L:11-5, Figs" J and {.
Type: San Patrice (St. Johns) (F'ie. L6, G-I)

Number of specirnens: 3 .

Size range: length 2,7 -3.0cm. , wj-dtl:r 2 "2 2.Jcm,,

thickness 0.5 0.6cm.

Descriptíon: The blades of these points are tri-
angular in out,line with slightly "*...*rrät"
edges. These points are lenticul-ar in transverse

section. Their shoulders are st,raiEht and
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their stems are expanding. Their bases are

incurvate to st,raight and two specimens have

had their basal edges ground. These specimens

are also slightly serrated. Basal t,hinning

flakes have been taken off one or bot,h si-des

of these poínts. The flakíng is well patterned

and was probably executed by the pressure

bechnique.

Material: Chert, Novaculite 1.

Strat,igraphie distribution: 1 in 50RRTIII; 1 in
2$Pr IV; 1 in 31Nr IV"

Comments: The time range of these point,s is thought,

bo be about 61000 B.C. to 5r000 B,C. and

possibtr-y later. Their occurrence has been

reported in parts of Louisiana and Texas.

Comparable types:

I,{ebb L|AB zL3-7 , PL " L 
"

Be1l lpj8:84, Pl" 42.

Suhm and Jelks L962:243, Pl. l2Z,

Duffield L963zgL-3,

Gagliano L967: 63, fig . 23, B"

Vüebb, Shiner and Roberts L|TI:LL-L!, Fígs.J and A"

Type: Large side notched (FiS. L6rLj

Number of specimens: L.

Size range: lengtln 4"3cm", v¡idth 3.3cm,, thickness

0.7cm"
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Description: The blade is triangular in outline
wit,h slightly excurvate edges. The notches
are smal1 and set, close to the base, which
is slightly excurvate. The point is very
broad and is plano convex in transverse
section. The flaking is well patterned and
Ì\ras probably executed by trre pressure technique.
The poínt was made on a flake as indicated by
the remnant, of a striking platform on one
edge. One side still retains much of the
origínal covering of cortex.

Material: Chert 1.

St,ratigraphic distribution: 1 in 3 r N, ïV.
Comments: This rather distínctive point has no

comparable counterparts in the literature
on Louisiana archaeology. Tts form and met,trod
of manufacture are both distínctive in the
study sample. Side-notched poínts have been
found i_n the southeast in Lat,e paleo_fndian
assemblages and throughout the Archaic
Tradit,ion.

Comparable specimens:

Mason !962tZS7

Type: Small side not,ched ( FiS . L6,M)

Number of specimens: L.
Size range: length undeterminable, width 2.Jcm,,

thickness O.5cm"
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Description: The small blade is triangular in
outline, with slight,ly incurvate edges.

This point is rhomboid in i;ransverse section

due to alternately beveled edges. The notches

are moderate in size and are set close to the

base" The base is slightly incurvate and the

corners of it have been removed, forming a

smaI1 tang under the notch. The flaking ís
well patterned and was probably execut,ed by

the pressure technique.

Material: Chert 1.

Stratigraphic distribution: 1 in 26NrIIT"

Comments: This rather dist,inct,íve point has no

comparable counterparts in t,he literature on

Louisiana archaeology. It,s rhomboid transverse

section suggests an affinity with the Greenbrier

Dalt,on type, which was found at the sit,e and is
bypified by a rhomboid transverse section

Type: Kirk Serrat,ed (Fie. 16, N-O)

Number of specimens: 2.

Size range: lengt]n 3 " 4 4 .3 c;m. , width 1. 9 2.Ocm. ,

thickness O,7 0. Çcm"

Description: The blades of these point,s are narrow

and triangular in outline with deeply serrated
edges. In transverse sect,ion the point,s are

lenticular. Their shoulders are st,raight,;
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bheir stems are slíght,ly expanding; and their

bases are slightly excurvate. The flaking is

irregular, but was probably executed by t,he

pressure technique.

Material: Chert 2.

Strat,igraphic distribution: 1 in Z6UrlV; 1 ín 23O.IV "

Comments: These points are similar to Kirk Serrated

points illustrated by Bell (L96o262, PL.3L)s

except that, their bases are excurvate instead

cf incurvate. However, Coe (tg6+z7z Fig.6L b,

crS), has illustrated examples which are

reasonable facsimiles of the specimens in the

study sarnple, The Kirk point is said to have

a time range of 5,000 B.C. to 31000 B.C. The

point appears to be distríbuted over mueh of

bhe southeastern Unit,ed States.

Comparable types:

Bel1 LÇ6o:62, Pl. 31.

Coe L964:72 Fig. 6L b, cr S.

Type: Kent (FiS. 16rP)

Number of specimens: 1.

Síze range: length undeterminable, width J"Ocm",

thickness L"Zcm.

Description: This point, has a large t'riangular blade

with straight, sides. It is lenticular in

transverse section and the shoulders are
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straight. The stem is very s1íght1y expandíng

and the base is slightly excurvate. The flaking

is well patterned and was probably executed by

percussion.

Mat,erial: Chert L.

Stratigraphic distribution: 1 in 23LrIV.

Comments: The time range for t,hese points is thought,

to be about 11000 B.C. to A.Ð. 1,000. Specimens

have been reported from parts of Texas, Oklahoma

and Louisiana.

Comparable types:

Gibson L)68268, Fig. lSt e-f,
Suhm, Krieger, and Jelks 1954:432, pl. 95.

Ford and I,febb LÇ j6:61, Fig. 2L, a-c.

Bel1 lp60: 60, pl. 30.

Suhm and Jelks 19622L99, pL. 100.

Gagliano L967:54, Fig. 22, C.

Type: Caruollton (Fie " L6,9.)

Number of specimens: Z"

Size range: length {"0 ?cm., width Z"B ?cm.,

thickness 0.8 0.9 cm.

Description: The blades of these points are triangular
wibh st'raight edges. These points are lent,icular
in transverse section wíth straighÈ shoulders,

stem and base. The flakíng is well patterned

and was probably executed by percussion,
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Materi. al : Chert, 2.

St,rat,ígraphic distrj-bution: 1 in 21Id,I; L in

23M, fV.

Commenös: The time rarì.ge of t'his poínt type is

bhought, to be 21000 B.C. to 11000 B.C. It

has been found in parts of Texas and Louisiana.

Comparable types:

Gibson L96827L, Fig. L5, g-h"

GaglianoL967:59, Fig. 22, K.

Suhm, Krieger, and Je1ks 19542406, Pl. 82, A-L"

Ford and I,febb tQ$6: JJ, Fig. L9, i-o 
"

Be1l LÇ $8:L2, Pl. 22 "

Suhm and Jelks I962:LJL, Pl. 8ó.

Type: Evans (Fig" 16rR)

Number of specimens: L"

Size range: lengtkl 4.Acm", width 2. icm. , thickness

0.Bc.m.

Descríption: The blade of this point is t,riangular

in outline with slight,ly excurvate edges.

This point is lenticular in transverse section.

The shoulders are straight,; the stem is
slight,ly expanding; and the base is recurved.

Just above each shoulder, a second notch has

been worked into the blade. The flaking is
moderately well patterned and was probably

executed by percussion.
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Material: Chert 1.

Strati-graphic distribution: 1 in 3lM, IV.

Comment,s: This point type has been found at the

Poverty Point Site near Epps, Louisiana and

r few other locations in that, state, They

are probably Late Archaic to Early l{oodland

in age.

Comparable types:

Ford and I¡üebb L9 56 : 6 4 Fig " 22 , d, e 
"

Bell 19 !8:24 P] .I2.

Gagliano L967:64 Fig, 23, f.

Type: Ensor ( Fig . L6, S-U)

Number of specimens: 8.

Sj-ze range: length 3,5 - 4,4cm., width 2.3 2"6cm.,

thickness 0.1 1.Ocm.,

Description: The blades of these points are trí-
angular in outline with slightly excurvate

edges. In transverse section t,he majority

of specimens are lenticular, but several

are plano-convex. One specimen has a slight,ly
serrated blade. Shoulders vary from rounded

to s1ight,1y barbed. St,em are expanding with

slightly excurvate to concave bases. Notches

are shallow and many times uneven, giving

the point a.n asymmetrical appearance. Flaking

is generally irregularly patt,erned and probably
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executed by the percussion technique.

Material: Chert 7 , Pet,rified Palm I,{ood 1.

St,ratigraphic distribution: 1 in ZJP,III; L in 23N,

II; 2 ín 2{N,fV; 2 in $OVM,fV; L in 2$N,III;
1 in 21hTr III.

Comments: The time range of these points is thought

to be about 21000 B.C. to A,D. 11000. This

type has been found over much of Texas,

Louisiana and Oklahoma.

Comparable types:

Ford and I,febb 19 59 :62 Fig. 2L, i, j .

Bel1 L96o234, P1" L7.

Suhm and Jelks L962:LB), P1. 95.

Gagliano L967r57-8, Fig. 22, h.

Type: Gary ( FiS . 16 ,V-X)

Number of specimens: L0.

Size range: length 4. 0 - 5.9cm. , width 2 " 3 2.)cm" ,

thickness 0. 6 L,2cm. ,

Description: The blades of these points are triangular
in out,J-íne with st,raight, to slíght,ly excurvate

edges" In transverse section these points are

lentícular to plano-convex. Shoulders are

slight t,o well developed. The stems contract

to form rounded to convex bases. Flaking

varíes from i-rregular to well patterned, which

couJ-d have been executed by either pressure or
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percussion techniques .

Material: Chert 9, Novaculíte 1.

Stratígraphic distrubutj-on: 1 in 2{N, IV; L ín Z{M,I'IT;

1 in 2JN,II; l in 2JM,IT-; L in 2\Q,III; L in 23

PrIV; 2 in 23O, IV; 1 in JONNTV; f. in jOMMrIV.

Commenis: The time range of these points is thought

bo ïre 21000 B.C. to A.D. 11000 and in some

instances surviving as late as A.D" 1r600.

Ihese points have been found over a large

portion of the eastern Uníted States.

Comparable types:

Gibson L96B:62 Fig, L2.

Suhrn and Je1ks 19622t97 PL" 99.

Bell 1958:28 Pl, L4"

Gag1ianoL967t56-7, Fig. 22, D and E.

Ford and l{ebb L9562 52-3, Fig. 17 .

Fordr Pillips and Haag 1955:L2B-9. Fig" 51.

Type: E1lis (FiS. L7, A-C)

Number of specimens: 13.

Size range: length 3.2 4.5cm., width 2"0 Z.{cm,,

thickness 0.6 0.9cm.

Description: The blades of these points are triangular
with straight to slightly excurvate edges.

In t,ransverse section these points are

lenticular to plano-corìvex. Shoulders frre

usually st,raigh{: to slightJ-y barbed, St,ems
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are expanding with bases generally slightly

excurvate. One specimen has an irregularLy

serrated blade. Flaking varies from ir-

regular to well patterned and could have

been executed by either pressure or percussion

tecleniques.

Materials: Chert L3, Quartzite 1.

Stratigraphic distribution: 1 ín 25N, fV, 1 in

2JP.T,I3 L in jORRTTII; 1 in 2!NrfI; 1 in

26NrIV; 1 ín 2JMTTY' 1 ín 25rlr; L in

2!Nr IV; 2 in 2JO,ITI3 L in 2{N, TV;

I in 2JQ,IY; L in 2JP,IY; 1 in 23NrI.

Comments: The time range of these points is thought

to be about 1,000 B"C" to A.D. 11000. These

points, like the Gary points, have been found

over a large port,ion of the eastern United

States.

Comparable types:

Gibson L968:73 Fig, L6a.

Ford and l{ebb 1956:55 Fig, L9: i-k.

Bell L96Ot32, Pl. L6"

Suhm and Jelks 196ZzL7L,eL. 86.

Gagliano L)6126{, Fig. 23, E.

Type: Palmillas (Fie, 17,D)

Number of specimens: 4"

Size range: length 5. 3 ! "J cm., widt'h 2. J f, "Lcm" ,

thíckness 0.8 - L.2em.
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Description: The blades of these points are lenticular
to tríangular in outline. These points are

lenticular to plano convex in transverse section,

Their shoulders are rounded to slight,ly barbed"

Thej-r stems are smal1 and bulbous with expanding

sides and excurvate bases. Flaking is irregular
to well patterned and could have been executed

be either percussion or pressure techniques.

Mat,erial: Chert, {.
Stratigraphic dístribution: 1 in 33K; 1 j-n 2J.O-.TII;

1 in $lNrIV; 1 in 3tNrV,

Comments: These points are Late Archaic to Early
\,foodland in age and are found in Louisiana.

Texas and parts of Mexico.

Comparable types:

Suhm, I(rieger and Jel,ks L95A:462, p1. 110"

Ford and i,febb LÇ96:61, Fig. 2L, 1-n.

Bell L96ot74, Pl" 34,

Suhm and Jelks 1962:229, pL. 115.

Gagliano 1967:66, Fig, 23, K,

Gibson L)6B:JQ, Fig. L6 d"

Type: Bonham (Fig. LT, F-G) 
"

Number of specimens: 2.

Size range: length 1. / 2 .6cm. , width 2 . 0 2.2cm. ,

bhíckness O . Scm.

Descríption: These points have small, triangular
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blades with straight, slight,ly serrated

edges" These poínts are lentícular in

transverse section and the shoulders have

well developed barbs. The tips of the stems

are broken, but it is evident that they

contracted to a point" The flaking is well
patterned and was probably executed by pres-

sure flaking.
Mat,erial: Chert 2.

Stratigraphic distribution: 1 ín jOLLrf; 1 in 50NN,I.

Comments: The time range of these points is thought,

to be about A"D. 800 to A.D. L,200. This type

has been found in northern Texas and Oklahoma.

Comparable types:

Bell 1960: l-0, Pl" 5.

Suhm and Jelks Lg62zz6l, pl. ]-34,

Type: Fresno (Fíg. L7, E)

Number of specimens: 1.

Síze of range: length Z. cm., width 2.2.cm. , t,hick-

ness 0 " 6cm.

Description: This small triangular point, has

ï.:" 
-1":""1'::'::":ï::::'""H ""lnl''.."

is straight and ground. The flaking is well
patterned and was probably executed by pressure.

Mat,erial: Chert, 1,
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Stratigraphic distribution: 1 in 5OLL, II,
Comments: The time range of these points ís thought

to be about A"D. B0o to A.D. 1,goo. This point
type has been found in many sections of the
united stat,es. Finds have been recorded over
much of Texas and oklahoma. occasíonal finds
ha.ve also been reported from Louisiana.

Comparable t,ypes:

Suhm, and Krieger, and Jelks Lg54t4gB" pl"128"

Bell lÇ6O:IQ, pL,22"

Suhm and Jelks L962:273 pl. L37.

Gagliano L)61:SÇ, Fig. 22, m.

Type: Small Triangular (Fig. 17,H)

Number of specimens: L"

Size range: length undeterminable, widt,h 2.6cm" ,

thickness 0,{cm.

Description: This is a smarl triangular point with
slightly excurvate edges. This point is renti-
ular in transverse section and t,he base is

excurvate. The flaking is moderately well
patterned and was probably executed by the
pressure technique.

Material: Chert 1.

Stratigraphic distribution: 1 in 51NN,T.

comments: This point is simir-ar in appearance to
the young point type (eetl 1960:100, pl-,50).

It is said that t,he young point has a time
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range of A.D. 1r 200

poínt type has been

central Texas.

Comparable types:

to A" D. 1, 500. This

found nrainly in north-

Bel1 1960:100. Pl" 50"

Suhm and Jelks L962;295 PL" 148.

Type: Willíams ( PiS . L7 ,I)
Number of specimensg 5

Size range: lengt,h 4.6 - j.Ocm., wídth 2.6 !.lcm",
thickness O "7 .9cm.

Descriptiòn:, The blades of these points are tri-
angular in outline with slightly excurvate

edges. These points are mostly lenticular
in transverse section, but one specimen

is plano-convex. Their shoulders are slightly
barbed; their stems are expanding; and their
bases are generally excurvate. The flaking
ís well patterned and probably was executed

by both pressure and percussion techníques.

Material: Chert 5.

St,rat,ígraphic distribution : 1 in 2JN, fV; 1 in

J0IWvi,ïV; 1 in 2JO,IfI; 1 in 2JN,IC; 1 in 23N,II

Comments: This poínt type has a long time range

of {,000 B.C" to A.D. 1,000. Specimens have

been found in various areas of Texas. Oklahoma

and Louísiana,
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Comparable types:

Gagliano L967:63-4, Fig. 23,D,

Bel1 L96O:96, Pl. 48"

Suhm and Jelks L962:259, Pl. 130.

Serrated l{illiams ( Fíg. 17 ,l)
Number of specimens: l"
Size range: length undeterminable, widt,h !.0cm.,

thickness 0.8cm.

Description: The blade of this point is t,riangular

in outline with st,raight, deeply serrated

edges. fn transverse section this point is
lenticular. Its shoulders have prominent

barbs resulting from deep notches in t,he

corners. The stem is expanding and t,he base

is slightly excurvate. The flaking is moderately

well patterned and was probably executed by t,he

pressure technique.

Material: Chert 1.

Strat,igraphic distribution: 1 in 5000,IV.

Comments: Thj-s point is possibly a variet,y of t,he

I{illiams poínt type. The l,üilliams type differs
in that it, does not generally have serrated

edges" The l{illiams poínt has a long time

range of 4r000 B"C. to A.D. 11000" Specimens

have been found in vari-ous areas of Texas"

Oklahoma and Louisíana.
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Comparable types:

Gagliano L967:63-4, Fig. 23, D.

Suhm and Jelks L962:259, Pl. 130.

Be11 I)60:Ç6, Pl, 48.

Type: 0vate corner-notched (FiS, lT rL)

Number of specimens: 1

Size range: I-ength 3,6cm", width undeterminable,

thickness 0.pcm,

Description: The blade of this point is oval

in out,line wit,h a serrated edse. It is
lenticular in uransver,se """aio". rts
shoulders are slightly barbed and its st,em

is expanding" The flaking ís well patterned

and was prolcably executed by the pressure

techni-que.

Material: Chert L.

Strat,igraphic distribution: I in Z3MTIII.

Comments: This poi_nt is similar in appearance

to the St,. Charles point type (netf L)6OzB2,

Pl. 4L) . ft is said that t,hat, point type

may have a time range of 2,000 B,C. to A,D.

1. This type has been found in most of the

Ohío River Valley and in surrounding states.
Comparable types:

Bell L)6o:82, pt" 4t.
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Narrow side-not,ched (Plg" lT rK) .

Number of specimens: L"

Síze range length /,.6cm., width 0.7 cfl., thickness

o '7 cm'

Description: This point has a 1ong, narrow blade

which is triangular in out,line and has straight,

edges. In transverse section t,he point is
thick and lenticular. The narrow, but deep

notches are placed close to the base. The

base is broken, but, appears to have been

straight. The flaking is moderatêly well
patterned and was probably executed by the

pressure technique.

Material: Chert 1,

Stratigraphic distributíon: 1 ín 230,If.
Comments: This point ís quite díst,inctive and there

is no comparable specímens in the lit,erature.
Further, no comparable specímens were observed

in the collections of relic hunters viewed bv

the writer.
Resharpened ( Fíg " L7 ,M)

Number of specimens: 1"

Size range: length 3.2cm., width L.{cm., thickness

0.6cm.

Description: The blade of this point ís irregular
in outline and the edges are somewhat recurved.
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Ihis point is lenticular in transver,se

section. The shoulders are slightly barbed"

The stem is widely expanding and t,he base is

straight" The notches are quite deep. The

flaking is irregularly patterned and was

probably executed by the percussion technique.

One large flake has been taken off each side

from different edges, possibly in an att,empt

bo resharpen the poínt"

Material: Chert l.
St,ratígraphic distribution: 1 in 50LLrI.
Comments: This point is indicative of a certain

emount of reworking of broken implements.

Similar points have been found in Louisiana

as well as other parts of North America.

The original type of the specimen can not

be determined.

Comparable types:

Ford and tr{ebb LÇ16:6J, Fig. 23 k-q.

Type: Projectile point fragments

Number of specímens: 30.

Description: Fragment,s of unidentifiable project,ile
points. This sample includes bases, midsections,

tips, blades and sections of blades"

Material: Chert 27, Novaculíte I, Quartzit,e 2.
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Stratigraphic distribution :

Mound A - 5 in Level T, 2 ín Level II,

2 ín Level III, LL in Level IV.

Mound B - 1 in Level IT, 1 ín Level IV,

1 in Level V.

Mound C 3 in Level f, 2 Ln Leve.lIV,

1 in Level V.

KNIyEF.! pRILLg ANp HAyß{EP.STONES

Type: Hafted l(nif e ( Fig. 17, II)

Number of specimens: L.

SLze range: length 5.5cm", width 2.Jem,, thickness

1.0cm.

Description: This knj-fe has a large triangular
blade with one excurvate edge and one straight
>dge. The straight edge is irregularly
serrated, while the eurved edge shows con-

siderable hinge fracturing and crushing near

the tip. The stem is expanding and the base

is sbraight. The knife is irregularly flaked

probably by the percussion technique.

Material: Chert L"

St,ratigraphic distribution: 1 in 25N,III.
Type: Drill ( FiS " L7, Q-p)

Number of specimens: 6"

Sj-ze range: lengt,h 1, 8 J .6cm. , width 0. 8 1, gcm. ,
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thickness 0.5 1,5crn.

Descríption: Fragmentary remains of lanceolate

drills which are plano-convex to lenticular

in transverse section. The sample includes

)ne complete specimen, two drill bases,

a mid-section, and two dri1l tips. The

complete specimen appears to have been made

on a flake while the rest appear to have

been derived from entire pebbles. The flaking
is irregular to moderately well patterned and

was probably executed by both percussion and

pressure techniques.

Material: Chert 6 "

Stratigraphic dist,ribution: 1 in jOtrllvlrLV; f- in
26N,I; L in jlNN,TV; L ín 23P,TV, 1 ín

JOITTI; I in 50MMrIII.

Type : Hammerst,one ( Fig " L9 ,R-S )

Number of specimens: 3.

Size range: length 5.9 - l.2cm., widt,h 3.7 5.4cm.

thickness 2.5 3"5cm.

Description: These include small water r4rorn pebbles

and a small cobble which have been bat,tered

on one or more ends.

l4aterial: Chert 2, Quartzi-te 1.

Stratigraphic distribution: 1 ín JtNrfV; 1 in
ZQN,ItÌ; L in 23N, fV 

"
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Type: Primary Rough-Out (FiS . Lg,A_F)

Number of specimens: 15.
Size range: length 3 . 9 _ j. Bcm. , width 2 "9 4. Scm. ,

thíckness 1.5 2.4cm.
Description: rrregularly shaped pebbles that have

been flaked, but sti1l ret,ain most of their
original identity. That i., most of their
original cortex surface is still present.
The flaking is irregularly patterned and ü¡a,s

probably executed by the percussi-on technj-que.
Material: Chert: 15,
Stratigraphic distribution :

Mound A - 1 in Level I, 3 in Level Iff,
4 in Level fV, 1 in Level V.

Mound B _ 2 in Level TV.

Mound C 3 in Level TV, 1 in Level V.
Type: Secondary biface (Fig. 1g, G_M)

Number" of specimens: 1g

Size range: lengt,h 2.g - 6,3cm., wird.tkr 2.L 4.4cm.,
t,hickness !.2 _ Z.7cm.

Description: These bifaces are irregular in outline
and transverse section. They appeår to have
been manufactured from entire pebbles rather
than flakes. They are thick in relation to
r,vídth and often have a third or nore surface
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area stíll retaíning the origi na1 pebble

cortex. The flaking is irregularly patterned

and was probably executed by percussion.

Mat,erial: Chert Lg ,

Stratigraphic distribution :

Mound A - 1 in Leve1 I, L in Level ff,

1- in Level IfI, LZ in Leve1 IV,

2 ín Level V.

Mound B - 1 ín Level IIf, 1 in Leve1 IV.

Type: Tert,iary biface (Fig" 18rN,Q-V)

Number of specimens: 2I,

Size range: lengttt 2"7 - 5.2cm., wídth 2"5 3.7cm. 
"

thickness O.T 1.5cm.

Description: These bifaces tend to be triangular

to lanceolate in outline and generally lenti_
cular in transverse section" Ar1 the specimens

appear to be made from entire pebbles rat,her

than flakes. These bifaces are mderatelv
thick in relation to width. Many of t,he

specimens ret,ain small remnants of the

original cortex, but never more than a t,hird
of its surface. The flaking is moderately

well patterned and was probably executed by

the percussíon technique.

Material: Chert, ZL.

Stratigraphic distribution :

Mound A - L in Level I, 10 in Level IV,
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2 in Level V.

Mound B - 1 in Level fI, 1 ín Level III.

Mound C 1 in Level III, 4 in Level IV,

1 in Level V.

Type: Single notched tertiary biface (FiS. L9,O-P)

Number of specimens: 2.

Size range: legnt,h 4.6 - 5.2cm. , width 2. B J. Ocm.,

thickness 0.8 0.pcm,

Description: These bifaces have large blades which

are triangular in outline with slightly excur-

vate edges. In transverse section the bifaces

are lenticular, A single notch, producing a

,".""r:l:*Ï:":";:"' 
shoulder' is present '

St,ratigraphic dist,ribution: 1 in 2JP,T'Tl; L in
23P rrv.

Type: Small flake biface

Number of specimens: 2

Size range: length 3 .4 ?cm, , widt,h 2 "O 2. Zcm. ,

t,hickness 0. ó O "7 cm.

Descripbion: These bifaces are triangular in outline
with excurvate to straight, edges. They are

roughly lenticular in transverse section" On

the dorsal surface there are remnants of the

original cortex. On the v'entral surface t,he

oríginal flake scar is unmodified. The flakínE
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is moderately well patterned and probably

executed by the percussíon technique.

Material: Chert 2 "

St,rat,ígraphic dist,ribution: I in Z!M.II; L in

25N, rV.

Type: Large flake biface

Number of specimens: 1.

Síze range: length 6.Ocm., width 3.7cm., thíckness

1. 8cm.

Description: frregular in outline and transverse

section. The dorsal surface st'ill retains

a good deal of the oríginal surface cortex,

while the ventral surface retains the original

flake scar" The flakíng is mainly confined to

the edges of t,he dorsal surface. The flaking

is irregularly patterned and was probably

executed by the percussíon technique.

Material: Chert, 1.

Stratigraphic distribution: 1 in 24NrV.

Type: Biface fragments: 37.

Description: These are various unclassifiable

fragments of bifaces" This sample includes

ends, mid-sections, and longitudinal sections"

Mat,erial: Chert 37 .

Strat,igraphic distribution :

Mound A - 1 in Level I, 5 in Level IIT,

L6 in Level IV. 2 Ln Level V.
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Mound B - 1 in Level IV, 1 in Level V.

Mound C 2 in Leve1 I, I in Level II,
2 in Level III, 4 in Level fV,

2 in Level V.

Type: Unifaces

Number of specimens: z

Síze range: lengtll 3 "9 - J.Ocm., width 3.5 3.|cm.,
thickness 1.3 1.jcm.,

Description: These are irregularly shaped pebbles

with the cortex from one side having been

removed by flaking. These unifaces have a

steeply flaked end. The flaking is irregular
and was probably executed by t,he percussion

bechnique.

Mat,erial: Chert Z.

Strat,igraphic distribution :, 2 in Z4MrltV.

Type: Pebble fragments

Number of specímens: LZL.

Description: various nondíagnostíc pebble fragments

resulting from the manufacture of stone ímplements.

Material: Chert LLgt Quartzite, L, Sandst,one 1.

Stratígraphic distribution :

Mound A - B in Level I, 4 in Level fI,
L9 in Level fII, Sg in Level IV,

9 in Level V, 2 in Level IC"

Mound B - L in Level T, 1 in Level IV,

4 in Level V.
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Mound C 2 ín Level I, 1 in Level II,

2 in Level III, 5 in Level IV,

3 in Level V.

Block 33K - L.

CORES

Type: Multi-directional pebble core (FiS. 19, B).

Number of specimens: 1,

Size range: length 3.Acm., width 2.8cm", thickness

2, Qcm. ,

Description: This is a small pebble core which sti1l
retains mueh of its ori-ginal cortex. No plat-
form preparation is evident" Flakes have been

taken off t,his core from several surfaces in
ln irregular fashion, Flaking u¡as executed by

the percussion technique.

Material: Chert L"

St,rat,igraphic distríbution: 1 in 230rIfI.
Type: Rectangular core (Fig. 19rA)"

Number of specimens: L"

Size range: lengt,h 3.2em., w"idth 2,gcm., thickness

L,Qcm"

Descript,íon: This core is rectangular in outline
and íts platform surfaces are covered with

the original cortex. The sides of the core

form a conical like flakíng surface. No

platform preparation is noticeable on this
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core. The flaking on thís core is bi-

directional. The flaking appears to have

fírst been directed at forming a rrkeellr or

ridge down which a flake could be driven off.

Material: Chert 1.

St,ratigraphic distribution: 1 in 31N, IV,

Type: Irregular blade eore (Fig, LgrC).

Number of specimens: 2.

Size range: length 2. 7 2 ")cm, , width 2. 6 2.8cm,

bhickness 2.4 2"Scm.

Descripùion: Two small irregularly flaked cores

made from pebbles. The flaking is rnulti-

directional with no apparent platform prep-

aratíon. The flaking was probably executed

by percussion.

Material: Chert 2.

Strat,igraphic distribution: 1 in 2!PTITI; L in

5000, v.

Type: Unifacial blade core (Fig, 19rO).

Number of specimens: 1.

Size range: length 5. Bcm. , width ! .Lcm. , thickness

2 " 3c.m.

Descriptíon: This is a small unifacíally flaked

core made on a split pebble" The platform
'r^ras prepared by removing an end of the

pebble. The flaking is unidirectional and
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was possibly executed by percussion.

Material: Chert 1.

Stratigraphic dist,ribution! 1 in 230,ffI.

Type: Conieal blade core (Fig. 19,8)

Number of specimens: 1.

Size range: lengtln 4.5cm., width 3,Zcm", thickness

2.Scm,

Description: Thís is a small conical shaped core

which had its platforms prepared by having

had flakes struck from the tip of the core.

The flaking is unidjrectional and was possibly

executed by percussion.

Material: Chert 1.

St,rat,igraphic distribution: 1 in 230,T,

BLADES AND FLAKES

Type: BLades (Fie. L9, F-L)

Number of specimens: 3Z (Zg complete specimens

and Ç fragmentary specimens).

Size range: length 2"4 !.6cm", width .9 L.6cm.,

t,hickness O .2 0. 5cm.

Descriptíon: These blades are quite small, with
parallel to sub-parallel lateral edges and

very smal1 platforms are generally lipped

on the ventral edge and many are ground on

their dorsal edge. They are triangular,
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trapezoidal and plano-convex ín transverse

section. One or more longit'udinal ridges

run the lengt,h of each blade resulting from

bhe previous removal of blades. Four of the

blades have been retouched along one lateral

edge, whíle two specimens have been retouched

rn their distal ends.

Mat,erial: Chert 3L, Petrified Palm l,{ood 1.

Stratigraphic distribution :

Mound A - 5 in Level I, 1 in Level fI,

9 in Level III, 6 in Level fV,

I in Level V.

Mound B - L in Level IV, 1 in Level V"

Mound C I in Level I, 1 in Level TI,

4 in Level Iff, 2 ín Level IV.

Comments:These blades are a dist,inctive feat,ure

of the Povertv Point Site in Louisiana and

rf the ".f"t.a Jaketown Sj-te in Míssissippí,

They have not been found in any later Tchefuncte

Phase sites. It would appear t,hat these blades

are a distinguishing characteristic of the

Poverty Point, Phase.

Comparable types:

Ford and l,Vebb 19i6:80, Fig. 26

Ford, Phillips, and Haag 1955:138 Fig. 54"

Type: Primary flakes

Number of specímens: 153
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Description: These flakes have their dorsal

surfaces completely covered with cortex.

Material: Chert 150, Quartzite 3.

Stratigraphic distribution :

Mound A - 33 in Level I, L7 in Level II,

2l in Level III, 43 in Level IV,

6 in Level V.

Mound B - 1 in Level I, 1 in Level II,

4 in Level IV, 1 ín Level V.

Mound C 3 ín Level I, 6 in Level fI,

9 ín Level III, 7 ín Level IV,

1 in Level V.

Type: Secondary flakes

Number of specimens: 437

Description: These flakes have their dorsal surfaces

covered with more than 5O%. but less than LOO%

cortex.

Material: Chert 43L, Quartzite" J, Petrified

Palm I{ood 1.

Stratigraphic distribution :

Mound A - 65 in Level I, 48 on Level II,

90 in Level fII, 106 in Level IV,

10 in Level V.

Mound B - B in Level I, 6 ín Level II,

4 tn Level IIf, 8 in Level fV,

3 in Level V.
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Mound C L7 in Level L, 9 in Level II,

22 in Level III, 27 in Level IV,

B in Level V.

Block 33K - 6"

Type: Tert,íary f lakes

Number of specimens: Bzi-"

Descriptíon: Tleese flakes have ,their dorsal

surfaces covered with less than 50%, but

more than O%, cortex.

Material: Chert 810, Quartzite 8, Petrified

Palm tr{ood 3.

Stratígraphic dist,ribution :

Mound A - l|L in Level T2 80 in Level II
l5Z in Level IIf, 150 in Level

fV, 29 in Level V, 1 in Level IC"

Mound B - 18 in Level T,9 in Level fI,

7 in Level III, 20 in Level IV

6 in Level V"

Mound C 47 in Level T, 24 in Level II,

33 in Level IIf, 47 in Level IV,

L9 in Level V"

Block 33I( - 8.

Type: Noncortex flakes

Number of specimens: 501.

Description: These flakes have no cortex remaining

on theír dorsal surfaces.
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Materíal: Chert 483, Novaculite 10, Quartzite 2,

Petrified Palm \{ood 6 
"

Stratigraphic dístribution :

Mound A - 131 in Level T-,60 in Level If,

81 in Level IfI, 70 in Level IV,

11 in Level V, I in Level IC.

Mound B - 7 in Level T., B in Level II,

4 in Level fII, 9 in Level IV,

3 in Level V.

Mound C 39 in Level I, 2l in Level II,
15 in Level IfI, 22 in Level IV,

10 in Level V.

Block 33K - 9.

Type: Thinning flakes

Number of specimens: 99"

Descriptíon: These flakes exhibit, characteristics
indicating they were taken off a bifacial
lentícular objective píece" These character-

istj-cs include a curved longitudinal section,

a platform which is often a segment of an

edge showing bifacíal work, a dorsal surface

which often shows flake scars result,ing from

thinning flakes being removed from the same

margin as well as from the opposite margin.

The platforms of t,hese flakes are often pre-

pared by a series of bevelling flakes on the
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surface opposite the one the flake is to be

removed.

Material: Chert 9L, Novaculite 4, Petrified

Palm Wood 4.

St,ratigraPhic distribution :

Mound A - L7 in Level I, L4 in Level II,

L4 in Level III, B in Level IV,

10 in Level V'

Mound B - 2 ín Level I, 3 in Level II,

1 in Level IV, 1 in Level V.

Mound C 7 in Level I, 7 in Leve1 II,

6 in Level III, 5 in Level IV,

4 in Level V.

Type: Outrepassel thinning flakes

Number of specimens: 7.

Description: Outrepaseet is said to mean, tlover

and beyond the opposite marginrr (Crabtree

Lg72: BO). As applied to thinníng flakes,

it refers to flakes that, terminated by

taking off the opposite margin of the ob-

jective piece (such as a bíface). Such

fJ.akes exhíbit, the trsua1 characterístics

of thinníng flakes including, a curved

longitudj-nal section, a plat,form whích often

shows flake scars resulting from thinníng

flakes being removed from the opposite
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margin as rtrell as those from the same

margin, The platforms of these flakes are

rften prepared by a series of bevelling

flakes on the surface opposite t,he one the

flake is to be removed.

Material: Chert 7.

Stratigraphic dist,ributíon :

MoundA-3inLevelI.

MoundB-linLevelfV.

Mound C 1 in Level I, I in Level III,

1 in Level IV.

Type: Proximal end fragments of flakes

Number of specimensr 297.

Descriptíon: These fragments of flakes retain
both the strikíng platform and the bulb

of force but, are wi-thout a terminal end.

Material: Chert 2gZ, Novaculite Z, euartzite 2,

Pet,rif ied Palm l{ood 1.

Stratigraphic dist,ributíon :

Mound A - 56 ín Level I, SZ j-n Level If ,

4L in Level fI, 55 in Level IV,

9 in Level V.

Mound B - 9 in Level I,3 in Level II,

5 in Level III, 8 in Level IV.

Mound C 18 in Level I, L2 in Leve1 fI,
11 in Level fII, 13 in Level IV,
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1 in Level V.

Block 33K - 4

Type: Distal end fragments of flakes.

Number of specimens: 6ZO.

Description: These fragments are terminal ends

and mid-sections of flakes"

Material: Chert 6LL, Novaculite 2, euarbzít,e L,

Petrified Palm lrlood 6.

St,rat,igraphic distribution :

Mound A - L36 in Level T,81 in Level II,
BS in Level III, 9Z in Level TV,

10 in Level V, 1 ín Level IC 
"

Mound B - L9 in Level I, 6 Ln Level II,
6 in Level fIf, 10 ín Level IT

4 in Level V.

Mound C 54 in Level f, 28 ín Level II,

4Z in Level III, 24 in Level IV,

10 in Level V.

Block 33K - L2 
"

Type: Longitudinal f ragment,s of flakes
Number of specimens: 22"

Description: These fragments are the longitudínal
sections of flakes, including half t,he plat_
form, bulb of force and terminal end.

Mat,erial: Chert 22 "
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Stratigraphic dist,ribution :

MoundA-5inLevel

7 in Level

T, 2 in

rr, 7 ín

IV.

Level If,

Level IV,

Type:

lvloundB-1inLevel

Nondiagnostic shat,ter

Number of specimens: 256.

Description: These fragment,s are unclassifiable
debris resulting from the process of manufacture

of stone tooJ-s. They have neither st,riking
platform nor bulb of force and do not have

attribut,es t,hat índicat,e they can be classi-
fied as either flake o? objective piece frag-
menEs.

Maberial: Chert, 247 , Quartzite 8, Pet,rified

Palm \,food 1"

Strat,igraphic dist,ribution :

Mound A - 48 in Level I, 20 in Level II,

51 ín Level III, 6g in Level IV,

5 in Level V.

Mound B - 4 in Level I, 1 in Level IfI,
10 in Level IV, 1 in Level V"

Mound C 10 in Level I, 8 in Level If,
B ín Level IIf, L4 in Level fV,

3 in Level V.

Block 33K - 4.
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USED FLAKES AND SCRAPERS

Type: Used flakes

Number of specimens: 29I,

Síze range: length 1.4 5.9cm. , width 0. ! 3 "7cm. ,

thickness O"2 1.Jcm.

Description: These are various types of flakes and

flake fragments which, along one or more edges,

show signs of fracturing, polishing and/or

crushing. These features are belíeved to be

signs of wear as a result of the flake being

used for some type of scraping or cutting.
These flakes show no sign of purposeful re-
torrchíng. In this group of flakes there v¡ere

I prímary flakes, 62 secondary flakes, T6

tertiary flakes, 65 noncortex flakes t 4 bí-
face t,hinning flakes, B proximal ends, 27

distal ends, L6 pieees of nondiagnostic shatter
and 26 cortex backed flakes (i.e. flakes whích

have an edge opposite the working edge, which

is a cortex covered surface, 90o opposed to
the working edge), The cortex backed flakes
are all tertiary flakes.

Material: Chert ZB5, Novaculite 1, pet,rified

Palm l{ood 5.
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Stratigraphic distribubion :

Mound A - 4Z in Level I, 29 in Level II,

46 in Level III, 81 in Level IV,

LZ in Level V.

Mound B - 4 in Level I, 3 in Level II,

6 in Level fff, L2 in Level IV,

7 in Level V.

Mound C 5 ín Level I, 5 in Level II,
15 in Level III, 12 in Level IV,

11 in Level V.

Block 33K - 1.

Type: Flake side scraper (pig. LT rV-W)

Number of specimens: L9.

Size range: lengtll 2.4 6 , Scm" , width 1,4 g.2cm" ,

thickness 0. 3 L.2cm"

Description: These are variously shaped flakes

unifacially ret,ouched along one edge. The

angle of retouch varies widely as does the

area which is retouched. Many specimens

have been worn smooth along their retouched

edge. The flaking varies from well to irregu-
larly patterned. Both percussion and pressure

flaking techniques u¡ere probably used in the

manufacture of these scrapers. This group

ineluded 1 primary flake, j secondary flakes

Ç tert,iary f lakes, and 4 noncortex flakes.
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Material: Chert 19.

Stratigraphic distribution:

Mound A - 1 in Level I, 1 in Level Iff,
10 in Level IV.

MoundB-1inLevelIV.

Mound C 1 in Level I, 1 in Level fII,

3 in Level IV, 1 in Level V.

Type: Rectangular scraper (Fig" lBrT-U)

Number of specimens: J.

Size range: length 3.0 - Q.Ocm., widt,h 3.0 3.2cm.,

bhickness 1,0 l, !cm, ,

Description: These scrapers are rectangular in

cutline and plano-convex in transverse section.

One specimen has been made from a noncortex

flake and the others have been made from entire

pehbles. The flake has been unifacj-ally re-

bouched on two edges while the pebbles have

been flaked on three or four edges. One

edge on each specimen has been r^Iorn smooth.

Flaking is moderately well patterned and prob-

ably executed by t'he percussion technique"

Material: Chert 3.

St,ratigraphic distribution :

MoundA-3inLeve1IV.

Type: Margín retouched flakes (Fig " L7 tg-R)

Number of specimens: 4"
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Síze range: lengt,h 1. 3 - 2. Jcm. , width 0 " 9 1. Jcm. ,

thickness 0.3 0,Jcm.

Description: These noncortex flakes are somewhat

Lent,icular ín outline and plano-convex in

bransverse section" The edges of all the

specimens have been ret,ouched from the dist,al

to t,he proximal end. The flakest original
dorsal and ventral surfaces and the original
platform are stil1 mostly intact. The

flaking is irregularly patterned and could

have been executed by either pressure or

percussion techniques .

Mat,erial: Chert 4.

St,ratigraphic dist,ributíon :

MoundA-linLevelIV"

Mound B - 1 in Level fII, L in Level IV.

Mound C 1 in Level IV.

Type: Flake end scraper (Fíg. L7,s)

Number of specimens: l,
Size range: lengtln 2 .7 cm, , width 2 .Lem. , thickness

'5cm'

Descriptíon: This scraper is roughly rect,angular

in out,line and plano-convex in transverse

section, It is made on a noncortex flake"

The distal end has been steeply flaked uni-

directionally from ventral to dorsal surface.
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The edge of the scraper has been r\rorn very

smooth"Theflakingisirregularlypatterned

andeouldhavebeenexecutedbyeitherthe
pressure or percussion techniques'

Material: Chert 1.

Stratigraphic distributíon: 1 in 50NNrV'

Type: Sùeep-end pebble scrapers (Fig ' LT rX-Y)

Number of sPecimens: 7 '

Size range: length 3.4 4.7cm', width 2'5 3"5cm',

bhickness 1.0 1'5cm"

Description:Theseareirregularlyshapedpebbles

worked unifacially and steeply flaked on one

end. Thís steeply flaked end generally shows

sígns of wear in the form of edge polishing and

crushing. The flaking is irregular and was

executed by Percussion"

Material: Chert' 7 "

StratigraPhic distributíon :

Mound A - 1 in Level I, 3 in Level III,

2 ín Level IV.

MoundB-1inLeve1III.

OEJECTS 0F CLAY_ AND BoNE

Type: Clay pipe fragment (FiS. 19rg)

Number of specirnens: L.

Size range: lengtk'L 4"Zcm., width 2'Ocm', thickness

L.gc.m.
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Descri-pt,ion: This is a tubular pipe fragment
made from redísh orange sand t,empered clay"
There are no distinguishable features o!"

decorations on this specimen.

Strat,igraphíc distribution: 1 in Z2N ,I.
comments: similar pípes are quit,e conmon during the

poverty point and Tchefuncte phases ín Louisiana.
Comparable specimens:

Ford and Quimby 1945:2g Fig. /.
Ford and V/ebb , Lg 56 ,

Type: Tchefuncte plain I,fare ( Fig . L9 ,O_p )
Number of Sherds: 79,

Descripti_on: pottery manufact,ured by the coil
technique wit,h clay and sand tempering. Small
amounts of vegetal material are also present.
The surfaces are smooth, but bumpy and exhibit
a reddish brown to black color.

Strat,igraphic distribution :

Mound A _ 1 in Level fI, 7 ín Level fII,
10 in Level fV, 1 in Level V.

Mound B _ 1 in Level f, 1 in Level fI,
5 in Level fII, 11 in Level fV.

7 in Level V.

Mound C 4 in Level If, 9 in Level ITI,
L7 in Level fV, 5 in Level V.
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Comments: Ford and Quimby (Lg+StSZ) state thar,

Tchefunct,e Plain pottery has a body form

commonly, ttof a deep pot with nearly vert,ical
ríms, a slight swelling in the middle, and

wíth lower wal-ls converging to a fairly small,

f lattened base with four legs. tt They furt,her

state (fg+S:S¡) that, Tchefuncte plain is
distributed over southern and central-eastern
Louisiana. The occurrence of Tchefunct,e plain

ware is largely confined to the Tchefuncte

Phase but its possible occurrence in the Foverty

PointPhase has also been noted (weOf 1968:309).

Comparable specimens:

Ford and Quimby lg45:52-5, Fig" L6, L7, 18.

Type: Orleans Punctated l{are (FiS. L9, M-N)

Number of sherds¡ Z.

Description: Pot,tery manufactured by t,he coil
techníque wit,h clay and sand tempering. The

surface is smooth with incised and punctated

decoration. The pattern j_s two incised lj-ne-
bordered bands f illed wit,h punct,ations. The

sherds are dark brown to black ín color.
Strat,igraphic distribution: 1 in 3?NrfII, L in

51NN,IV.

Comments: Ford and Ouimby (1945:63) state that
Orleans Punctated pottery has a body form
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corTmonly, riwith sIight.ly everted rims and

hígh rounded shoul-ders. (with bases)

probably flattened with four legs.rr They

further st,ate that Orleans punct,ated is
distríbuted over southern Louisiana and is
confined to the Tchefuncte phase"

Comparable specimens:

Ford and Quimby 1945:63, pl. 6, Fíg" LT"

Type: Punctated I{are

Number of sherds: 1

Description: One unident,ifiable light b¡:own

punctated sherd. The surface is coarse;

the t,empering is sand. The decorative
pattern consists of rows of shallow punctations

with ripples between them.

Stratigraphic distribution: 1 in 3rM"IV.
Type: Tncised tr{are

Number of Sherds: 2.

Description: Two unident,ifiabre incised sherds

which are light to dark brown in color.
The surf,ace is coarse and the tempering is
sand" The decorat,ive pattern consists of
a single incised line. One of t,he specimens

has a rectangular punctation on the 1ine.
Strat,igraphíc distribution: 1 in JOIf rI; 1 in

31M. rII "
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Type: Amorphous clay balls
Number of specímens: 739 "

Descript,ion: These are amorphous balls of fired

clay which are generally orangish to light
brown in color and tempered with sand. The

surface texture is generally course.

St,ratigraphic díst,ríbution :

Mound A - 5Z in Level I, LLZ in Level II,

L49 in Level IIf, 2O4 in Level IV,

27 in Level V, 2 ín Level IC.

Mound B - 11 in Level f, 11 in Level II,

29 in Level III, 47 in Level fV,

2L in Level V"

Mound C 3 in Level If, L6 in Level III,

5Z in Level IV, 2 in Level V.

Block 33K - 1

Comments: Similar clay ba1ls hiere found in ltcooking

pitstt at Jaketown and at Poverty Point, indi-

cating t,hat they were used as artifical

cooking stones (Ford and l,febb L959:39).

Although clay bal1s do occur in the Tchefunct,e

Phase t,hey are not numerous and they appear

not to be amorphous. Rather they all have

been reported to have a definite shape to

them. Clay balls are a major dist,inguishing

characteristic of the Poverty Point Phase,
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during which they r{ere produced abundantly.
Comparable specimens:

Ford and l{ebb 19 56 : 26 Fig. 13 .

Ford, phíllips and Haag 1955:56_7 .

Ford and Quimb¡r L949:39 , pl.l .

Type: Unidentifíab1e bone.

Number of specimens: 3

Descríption: Fragments of unidentifiabte bone"

Stratigraphic distribution: 2 in 2JN, f; 1 in
5ONN, rV.
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STATISTTCAL PROCEDURES

Two statistical test,s were applied to the data

present,ed in this paper; the chi-square test and Pearsonls

product moment coefficient.

The cÞi-square t,est, (x2) shows whether an observed

frequency of a variable differs significant,ly from the

expected frequency (Moroney 1951:246-70), Chi-square

is computed by first, determining what percentage the

variable is of t,he total. Then this percent,age is used

to find the expected frequency of the variable in a given

population, under the assumption that the frequency wíl1

always be this same percent,age" Chi-square is calculated

with the following formula.

q'/r,
xo :\ ( o-n )'/\E

0 : Observed frequency

E : Expected frequency

The chi-square value obtained from the above equation

can show that the distribution either could or could not

have occurred by chance. Thus, it permit,s the acceptance

or rejection of a nul1 hypot,hesis concerning t,he distri-
but,ion of the variable in question.

Chi-square values at or greater than the .01

level of probabilit,y were considered ùo represent a

t46
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significant nonrandom dístribution. That is, a chi-square

value which could be expect,ed by chance alone to occur

only once in one hundred cases or less was thought to be

high enough to permit íts acceptance as a significant
nonrandom dist,ri-bution"

The problem of sample size cropped up a number of
times in t,his study. As a rule, the chi-square test was

only applied where the t,otal of the variable being tested
exceeded the total possíble distribution associations under

consideration 
"

Pearsonle produc! mgmeng coefficien! (") shows the

degree of correlation between two variables (Moroney 1951:

286-96) " This coefficient is computed with the following
formula.

uv-ãl
oro'

N = the number of pairs of the two variables X and y.

u and v : the ttt,ransformedrr versions of X and y from an

arbitrary point of origin"

On a scale from -1 t,o +1 this coefficient denotes

the degree of covariation between the two variables with
zero being the point, of no relationship. rt is difficult
to determine jusi how hígh t,he cr¡efficient, needs to be

in order to show it did not simply occur by chance. rn

N
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The means of the X and Y variables are called

trregression coefficientsrr and are shown as lines on a

graph (Moroney L95tr:293-4), These ttregression 1inesll

can be calculated with the following equations.

/o \
(v-i)= "l Y- \ {*-;¡t0 I

\ 
*/

or,/- \
/\
/0_- \(*-x): *[ Y ì (v-i)
\0 |
\*/

The deviation of the varíables from their means

can be illustrated by the ttStandard Errror of Estimaterr

(Moroney L95L2295). This figure yields the percentage

variables devía'be from the mean. It is calculated as

follows:

!-12
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TABLE I

SO]L TEXTURE BY BOUYOUCOS METHOD

Location Layer: Del:t,h %Sand %si-LL /"CLayColor
(d"v)

Mound A
Bl-ock 23M 0- 6r?

5-Lztl

12 -181î

LB-z4n

2{-3 6tt

L}YRT / 2

1-oYRB/4

loYR8/4

1oYR8/4

loYRó/8

It R

72.8

7L.0

70.0

52.O

2L.2

23 .2

25.O

24.O

22.O

6.0

4.O

4.0

6.0

26.o

A

B

,t)

-t)

r

Mound C
Block 5000

ð

A

B

B

B

c

0- 6rr

6-Lzn

L2.LBN

LB-z4n

,A-r'7tl

27 -34n

L}YF.T / 3

1oYR7/3

1-oYR8/4

1-oYR8/4

1oYR8/4

loYR6/B

82"2

BL.2

77.2

79.2
.t1 R

57 .8

16 .0

16 .0

18 .0

16.0

L6 .2

L2 .2

'rR

2.8

4.8

4.8

6.0

30.0
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TRADIT ION Po leo- Tnciiqn ,Archoic VCoodl o nd

c
'o-

a
.!
a

PERIO D Eorly t;iidd lo L0ic Eorl y Lat s Eorly M idd le L0fe

PHA SE o
@r-'5 q)

9E() lrl

t

a) 'tl
êlcsgc¡
ôo-èeäõc89(D_k
õ=:r
tLæ(J

I
c
C)q)
=.oôE
tñ
gc

O <t)

'=
o-

a)

o

o
c
5
oc
o

Fluled Poinls

Do lton P oints

Son Po tric e Points

Bosolly Thinned Poinl

Side-Nolched Poinfe

End Scro'pers

Side Scropers

Kirk Serr o ted Poi n t s

Polmillqs Points

Corrol lton Points

Kent Points

Ensor Points

Gory PoinÍs

Ellis Poinls

Evons Poinls

Bl o des

Blode.Cores

Cloy Bolls

C loy P ipos

Tchefuncfe Ploin Wore

Orleons Pun ct o ted Wore

Bonhom Points

Fresn o Poínfs

Smoll Triongulor Poinfs

X

X

x

X

XXX

VV

X X

XXX X

X

X

X

x

XX
XX
XX

X

X

XX

?x
x

X

X

X

X

X
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TABLE ITI

Chronoloqicaf Sequence at the C

T RA D IT IONS PERIODS P HASES CALCASIEU RIDGE AGE

Mississippion

fl

ffi

ffi

H

A.D. rOOO

o

t000 B. c.

20008. c.

3000 B. c.

40008. c.

50 008. c.

6000 B. G.

70008. c.

8000 B. c.

9000 B. c.

Woodlond

Lot e ')

MidtJle
?

Eo rly

Tch efuncfe

Pov er ty
Poinl

Archoic

Lote

Eorly

Kirk Serroted

Poleo- Ind ion

Lot e

Son Polrice -
Dalton - Quo d

lllidd Ie Redslons ?

Eorly

Pre-Projectilo
? Point ?



Material

Observed and Expected Material Frequencies of Prima.ry,
Secondary, Tertiary, Noncort,ex and Thinning Flake Types wíth

the Chi-square Test, on these Values

Chert
Expected
0bserved

Pet,rified Palm
Expected
Observed

Quartzíte
Expected
0bserved

Novaculite
Expected
0bserved

TABLE TV

MATERTAL AND FLAKE TYPES

Primary

L49 .49
150

Wood
,:o,

1.30

L.07

Flake types

Secondary

426.99
43L

3 .00
1

3.93
5

3 .00

Tertiary

802 .19
810

5.74
o

7 .38
B

5.74

oncortex

q\g .52
483

3.50
6

4.50
2

3.50
10

nnr_ng

96.73
9L

0.69
4

o:un

0. 69
A

Chi-Square

x2:0. 54
df:4
p<.95

X2:2L,37
df:4
p<.001

yZ:4.94
df:4
p<.50

x2:37,75
df:4
p<.001

I

H
rJr
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I



Attribute

CERTAIN ATTRTBUTES AND FLAKE TYPES

Observed and Expected Frequencies of Certain At,tributes of
Primary, Secondary, Tertiary, Noncortex and Thinning Flake Types

with t,he Chi-square Test on these Values

Lipped Flakes
Expected
Observed

Salíent Bulbs
Expected
0bserved

Heat Treated
Expected
Observed

Used Flakes
Expected
0bserved

Primary

LLs .36
100

of Force
0. B2
I

48 .45
46

LB ,25
7

Flake types

TABLB

Secondary

329 .49
345

2 .35
1

138.39
118

52.t3
62

Tert,iary

619 .03
584

4.4s
o

2ó0.01
267

97.94
LO2

Noncortex

377 .7 5
404

2.70
o

LsB .66
L7 4.

59.76
o5

Thinning

74.64
85

0.53

31.35
2r.

11. 81
4

Chi-square

x2:B .01
df:4
p<.10

x2:1. 53
df:4
p<.90

x2:4 .9 3
df:4
p<.30

X2:L4.59
df:4
p<.01

I

H
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I



At,tributes

Chert

P alm \{ood

Novaculite

Quartzite
Pressure Fi-aked

TABLE VI

SOME TECHNOLOGTCAL ASPECTS OF THE PROJECTILE POINT SAMPLE

Paleo-Indian

Projectile Points by Tradit,ion

11

Ea-r1y Archaic Late Arclnaíc/
Ea.rly tr{oodland

1

L

1

B

Lat,e Woodland/ Unknown
Mississippían

I

H
\JìÞ

¡



Type

Observed
Bifaces, and

Projectile Poínt,s
Expected
Observed

Tertiary Bífaces
Expect,ed
0bserved

Secondary Bifaces
Expect,ed
Observed

Primary Rough-out,s
Expected
0bserved

TABLE VTI

cORTEX COVERAGE FRE0UENCTES

and Expected Cortex Coverage Frequencies of
Projectile Points ruíth the Chi-square Test

o/"

13.68
2B

5 .22
5

u_on

6.03

L-25
/"

LL,L9
6

4 .27
B

6.58
13

4.93

26- 50
%

3.55

L .26

L.95
6

L.46
2

t1 - Ff¿-l)
%

Rough-outs,
on these Values

o .:o

L.42

2.Lg
1

L.64
B

7 ó-100
%

Chi-square

2 .22

o .79

L ,2L

0.91

y2=27 .L6
df:4
p<.001

x2:6 ,7 S
df:4
p<.20

X2:24.57
df:4
p<,001

y2=54 .20
df=4
p<.001

I

H
L¡I
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I



Type

Projectile Poínts
Exoected
0bserved

Tert,iary Bifa.ces
Expected
Observed

Secondary Bifaces
Expect,ed
0bserved

Primary Rough-out,s
Expected
Observed

0bserved
Bifaces,

TABLE VIfT

I,fEIGHT FRESUENCIES

and Expected Ï{eight, Frequencj es of Rough_onts,
and Projectile Poínts with the Chi-squã"e Test

on these Values

1-10
g.

Weight, in grams

14. 51
31_

5.54
4

8.53

6 .40

LL-2O
g.

7.04

2 .69
O

4.r4

3 .10

21-3 0
g.

4 .97

t_un

2 .92
B

2.Lg
4

3 1-40
g.

41-50
g.

3, /S

L.42

2.L9

1.64
1

3.31

L .26

L.9 5
4

L.46
4

Chi-Square

x2=3 3 . oó
df:4
p <. 001

X2:L9 .7 9
df:4
p<.001

X2:20. O0
df:4
p<.001

X2=3 z.g3
df=4
p<.001

I

H
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Type

TABLE TX

THI CI{NE SS/I^TI DTH PERCEN TAGE S

Observed and Bxpected Numbers of Thickness/WiAtfr
Percentages of Rough-outs, Bifaces, and projeetile

Points wit,h t,he Chi-square Test on t,hese Values

Projectile Points
Expected L.24
Observed 3

Tertiary Bifaces
Expect,ed O .47
Observed

Secondary Bifaces
Expected 0,73
0bserved

Primary Rough-Outs
Exoected 0.54
Observed

Percentage thíckness ís of width

4.55
7

L.7 4
{

2.68
1

2,OL

8 .29
L7

3.L6
2

4 .87
1-

t 
_uu

B.7o
7

3 .32
4

5.L2
/l

3.84
o

7 .46

2 .84

4.39
10

3 .29
5

2 .48

0. 94
1

L.46
2

1.09

L .24

o .47

0.73
2

0. 54
1

Chi-square

x2: 24,48
df= 6
p<, 001

N2: 2.43
df: 6
p<.90

x2: L4.68
df: 6
p<.10

X2: L2.04
df: 6
p<.10

I

H
\JI\
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Type

Observed and
Retouched Flekes,

Side
Scrapers

End
Scraper

Pebble
Scra.pers

Rectangular
Scre,pers

Ret,ouched
Flakes

Knífe

TABLE X

EDGE ANGLE FREQUENCTES

Exoect,ed Edge Angle Frequeneíes
and a Knífe wit,h t,he Chi-squa.re

/ t6o -z 50 / z0o - t So / s6o - 45o / 46o - 5 So / s6o - 6 So / 6 60 -7 So / T 60 -8 s" / B 60 -g 50 /

Edge Angle

Totals

Expected No.

on Scrapers,
Test on these Values

4..37 5

1

L

4.375

I

9

4"375

L6

4 ,37 5 4.37 5

4
J

Chi-square

4.s75

6

4.37 5

I

H
9t
oo

t'

1

4.37 5

x2 = 52.54
df:7
p < .001



Calculation of the coefficient of correlation between
weíght (Y) and the percent the thickness is of the widt,h (X) of

Primary Rough-outs, Secondary Bifaces, Tertiary Bifaces and Projectile Points

t-o (x-45 ) ro (Y-25 )

TABLB XI

COVARIATION OF WETGHT AND THICI(NESS

1
N \ uv-û.Vr=

-7 50

0.r. o'

-6L5L +LLL7 7 2 5

13630.70-(6.8_6.06I
L37 .42xL3L.L2

1555500 L87L240 82

+ .7L839

df:BO
p<.01

I

H
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Artif act,s

P_rio j,e_ct,i 1 e, P o int-s
Redstone L
Sma1l Lanceolate 1
Large Lanceolate
Da.lt,on
San Patrice (hope)
San Patrice (st.johns)
Large Side-not,ehed
Small Side-notehed
Kirk Serrated
Kent
Carrollton 1
Evans
Ensor
Ga.ry
811ís 1
PalmíJ-1as
Bonham
Fresno
Small triangular
Williams
Serrat,ed Williams
Ovate Corner-Notched
Narrow Síde-Not,ched
Resharpened

Level
Layer

Mound A
f IT ITT TV

TABLE XIf
ARTIFACT DISTRIBUTTON

IC
Mound B
I TI TTT IV

Proj. Pt. Fragments5
Kgíves. Drills a.q4

L32
224
327

1

He-fted Knife
Dril-1s
Hammerstone

Mound C

I II IIT IV

1
1

11

1

33K Totals

1
17

I
ô

1-

L
2

1
1
2
L
2
L
B

l_0
L4

4
2
L
I
5
L
1
L
1

30

2
l_1

I

H
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I

L
1
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Artifacts
Level

Boueh-ogts, BJfaçes and
[nífaces,

Prima.ry Rough-out,s 1
Secondary Bifaces 1
Tertíary Bifa.ces L
Singl-e-notched
Tertiary Bifaces 1

Small Flake Bifaces
Large Fl-ake Biface
Biface Fragment,s L
Uníface
Pebble Fragments 8

Co.reg
MuLt,í-directional core
Rect,angular Core
Trregular Blade Cores
Ilnifacial Blade Core
Conícal Blade Core 1

Mound A
I TT TTTTV V

TABLE XTT Contínued

n_f age+ anA ft gt<eq
Blades
Primary Flakes
Secondary Flakes
Tertiary Fla.kes 1
ItToncortex Flakes 1
Thínning Flakes
Outrepesset Flakes
Proxi-mal Ends
Dist,al Ends 1
Longítudinal Frags.
Shatter

341
1LLz2

102
L

11
1

5162
t

420609
L

IC
Mound B
T II ITI IV

5
?e
o5
7L
31
1,7

5o
36

5
,tQ¿sv

2
L1

1L

1
1

196L
17 2L 43 6

48 90 r_0ó 10
80 LsZ 150 29
ó0 81 70 11
L4L4B10

Mound C
I II TTTIVV

524L55981 Bs 92 10 L
1'7'7att

2051695

1
B

118
17

2

33Kk Tot,als

L
6

9
8

6

1-

4
B

2Ð
9
1
L
B

10
1

10

4.
ry

4

5
6

9
L9

4

15
L9
2l

).

2
I

37
2

L23

I
1I

2
L
L

32
153
+J/
Bzl-
501

99
7

).47
620

22
256

L
1
J

6
ô

1

L

11
4/
39

7
L

1B
54

10

L4
6o
o ).,

24 332L 1_5

76
L

L2 LL
28 4z4

I

2

7L
278
47 L9
22 10
54I

13 I
24 10

L43

I

H
o.
H
I

6
B

9

A

L2



Artif a.cts

Used Flakes and Scrapers
Used Flakes
Flake Side Scrapers
Rectangular Scrapers
Margin Retouched

FLakes
Fl-ake End Scraaer
Steep-End Pebble

Scraper
Obiects of Cl-ay and Bone

Level

Layer

Mound A
I fT IIT IV

Pipe Fragment
Tchefuncte Plain

\{are
Orl-enns Punctated'\{are
Punctated l{are
Tncised Ware
Clay Ball-s
Unident,ifiable Bone

TABLE XIf Cont.

42
1

30 46 81 L2
L10

ôa

I

Totals

IC
It{ound B
f TI III IV

52 1,L2 L49 2O4 27
t

71.0 1

\/

793 533 805 1055 t49 B

Mound C

I II IIIIVV

T2
I

1

7 5 5 15
11

1

1
11 1_1 29

33K
Totals

11 7

11_ 11 1

31

1
L

BS 53 7 â, 158 6S zLA L33

47 2L

2ga
L9

917
I
I

1
L6 52

tIa

l-

7

I

I

H
o'
N)

I

200 274 88 47 4733

79

2T

2

1
2

739
2
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Figure L4A,. A view of Mound A as it looked before
excavation began, looking west.

Figure LAB. A view of Mound A after completion of
trench 2!, looking east.





L7B

Figure 154. View of Mound A,
Note the section

south wall of Block 23N.
excavated into Layer C.

Figure 15 B. View of Mound A,
and 23R. Blocks
of Layer C.

nort,h wall of blocks Z3L
are excavated to the top
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Figure L6. Project,ile Poínts

A. Redstone Clovis
B. Greenbrier Dalt,on

C, Large Lanceolate

D-F. Smal1 Lanceolate

c-f. San Patrice (st. johns)

J-K. San Patrice (hope)

L, Large Side-notched

M. Small Side-notched

N-0. Kirk Serrat,ed

P. Kent

A. Carrollcon

R. Evans

S-U. Ensor

V-X, Gary
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TB2

Figure L7. Projectile point,s and Scrapers

A-C. El1is

D. Palmillas

E. Fresno

F-G. Bonham

H. Small Triangular

f , I{illiams

J. Serrat,ed I,filliams

K. Narrow Side-notched

L. Ovat,e Corner-notched

M, Resharpened

N. Hafted Knife

O-P. Drill Fragments

8-R. Retouched Flakes

S. Flake End Scraper

T-U. Rectangular Scrapers

V-I,ú. Flake Side Scrapers

X-Y. Pebble Scrapers
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Figure 18 
"

Rough-outs and Bifaces

A-F.

G-M.

N-V.

Primary Rough-outs

Secondary Bifaces

Tertiary Bifaces
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186

Figure L9. Miscellaneous Artifacts

A. Rect,angular Flake Core

B. lvlulti-direct,ional Flake Core

C. Irregular Blade Core

D. Unifaci-al Blade Core

E. Conícal Blade Core (Dist,al_ End)

F-L. Blades

M-N. Orleans Punct,ated lfear

0-P. Tchefuncte Plain ltlear

A" Clay Pipe Fragment

R-S. Hammerstone
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